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’BMOC’ Starts Run
On Campus Tonight
-BMOC" (Big Man On (’amthe 1962 Revelries production, opens tonight at 8:15 in
mortis Dailey auditorium for a
taxenight run.
rickets for the colorful musicalreedy are being sold today in
the Student Affairs business office and tonight at the auditorium
box office.
Prices are 50 cents for students.
Sl for non -students and 75 cents
per couple for "date-bait" tickets.
The gala musical will feature
original songs and dances woven
into a warmly humorous script
written by Ray Parkinson. former
sjs student,
Starring in "BMOC" are Dave
McClellan, Jim Giussi, Carl Fin-

Class Office
Petitions Due
Petitions and applications for
class offices must be turned in at
the College Union, 315 S. Ninth
by 1 30 p.m. today, if candidates are to secure a place on
next week’s ballots, according to
election board chairman Carlton
Parks.
The chairman also announced
that all political parties, including
those who have registered for previous elections this year, must
again register by 1:30 today.
An orientation meeting, which
must be attended by all candidates or a representative, will he
held today at 4 p.m. in the College
Union.
Voting for the offices of president vice president, secretary and
treasurer of all classes except
freshman will be Wednesday and
Thursday.

Friday Flicks
A chilling murder conspiracy
which backfires is the plot of tonight’s Friday Flick, "Portrait in
Black." T1155 at 7:30.
The tense, fast moving, suspense drama stars Lana Turner
and Anthony Quinn. Co-starring
in the film are Sandra Dee, John
Saxon and Lloyd Nolan.
Admission to the film is 25
cents.

TV Sh
By BOB PACINI
ihe potential of automated
,ehing machines in learning sit.,terns will be examined tomor:aw by Dr. Robert Mager, senior
scientist. Varian assoc,, and Mr.
David Cram, coordinator, utilization service, audio-visual center in
a live broadcast over television
station KNTV.
The program, scheduled for
noon, will (originate from the college’s instructional television center, T1132.
An examination of the development of teaching machines and
their future as learning devices
Sill tie :tressed on the broadcast.
:lager said that essentially
Program will be divided in
’!.,.eo broad sections.
FIRST PART
On the first part Dr. Mager and
Mr. Cram will define just what
leaching machine is.
Yellowing this will he an explanation of some of the current
teaching devices in use.
A final section will examine
Where the teaching machine will
fit in ’,duration.
! Amon-ling to nr. Mager, teaching ikvices are likely to "raise
hell."
EFFI(’IENCY
lie said that they will demand
grmiter efficiency in teaching
method. on the part of the instep-ow
Traehing marhines, Dr. Mager
"11,,serl, are not "100 per rent of
Ihe’ lime." affairs.
Ile s.iel that when they are used
In the future in college and
sehools, they are likely to be io"loci in "automated teaching
centers" rather than the classMOM,
1)1’: Mager discounted claims
that leaching machines, a word
e frowned
upon, are too cold.
nitteetive, and impersonal.
MORE PERSONAL
Br maintained that the learner
114s a more personal "relation ’thin" with the teaching device

SJS May Become Peace Corps
Training Site, Prospects Good
Decision Due Monday
paztati
On Selected Campus

wall, Cathi Purcell, Marian Stave
and Judy Going.
Also in the show are David
Price, Tom Attebeny, Doug Mortensen, Albert Nelvin, Gloria
Bales, Susan Love, Sharon Dorf.
man. Annette Gonsalves, Norma
Brock and Joy Tillman.
The script covers the politically
impossible picture of student body
elections.
The independents on the hypothetical college campus strive to
upset the socially -prominent Greek
candidate by nominating Hugo C.
Winterfield (Jim Giussi), the
VOL. 49
"lowly common man."
Through a Motivational Research project, the independents
have determined that the college
students desire a "common man"
for president.
What evolves is the satirical, at
times risque, plot for "BMOC"
with a surprise ending character- I
it IC of a ITiteln,ek

The possiblity that San Jose ington as a training site is exState campus may become thel pected Monday.
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, MAY II, 1962
wilals.
No. 117 largest training center for the
Dr. James NS’. Thornton, profesPeace Corps loomed into sight ison of education and assistant to
this week. Confirmation that San thepresident, said that officials in
!Jose has been selected by Wash- Washington were considering SJS
I ’tit- A t4t1U. AL.
OS one of several training sites
LAMBDA
ALPHA
:or future Peace Corps members.
EL
PIASi’4ART
"It’s a matter of working out
:ne details." Dr. Thorton said, "It
,aoks very likely that we will have
PaotTA CLAPA C WI/ AflaSiSift04t4C6
soch a program."
Should SJS be selected by the
owernrnent as a training site, 200
Peace Corps trainees will receive
special instruction on campus. To
this date. San Jose would train the
U
Dr. Hans Guth. associate prolargest number of Peace Corps
Here
fessor of English. will be awarded
members ever assembled at one
the first annual professor of the
RI,’ mints rira’re
location.
^
year award at a banquet SaturPeace Corps candidates destined
day night. The banquet, to be held
at Hawaiian Gardens. and spon- for the Philippines will take
Lyke, SJS feature magazine.
sored by Tau Delta Phi, the senior courses in the education field here.
will present its summer edition
men’s honor society which pro- Most of the training will be from
lox
amo
svaaos
Wednesday. featuring interviews of
’motes interest in scholarship, is SJS faculty members, but special
a husband -wife artist team, a
in recognition of Dr. Gush’s out- experts on the Philippines will
world citizen and a satire on cam
t IttLey star, am
standing classroom instruction and also instruct classes. "The Philpus political forces.
general contribution to scholar- ippines have the needs and we
tic
to
Copies will be on sale at the
have the resources," Dr. Thornton
* Oil PnElis tbrobitiet ship.
Spartan bookstore, library, cafesaid.
I yatto.1
"Up until now, there has been
teria and women’s gym for 35
no adequate way of honoring nut- , The trainees will be trained as
cents each.
standing instructors," said FredI teaching assistants in English and
Thomas Elsner, assistant proscience courses. As teaching asRACE COURSEFairgrounds race track is laid
the street ends. The grounds are directly across
fessor of art at SJS, will review
.:stants they will he assigned to
from this point and may be entered by turning
ouf to show students where parade and pushcart
the impressionistic art of Mr. and
Philippine’s elementary schools.
right and passing under the large arch.
assembly areas are located. Students may reach
Mrs. Walter Keane, San Francisco
the fairgrounds by going south on 10th st. until
Peace Corps candidates will reartists.
ieive 10 weeks of training on
Lyke will report on the travels
,urses ranging from the culture
of world citizen Garry Davis, who
.r the Philippines. to the purposes
conducted a campaign for world
,if the Peace Corps. Most trainees
unification in the late 1940s and
will already have undergone
early 1930s. Besides the photoscreening, but it Ls possible that
story, the magazine will publish
during the training period they
Davis’ advice to graduating senmay become disqualified. All
iors.
members of the Peace Corps must
Left and right forces in campus
be in good health, have suitable
politics will also receive satirical
;rersonalities and must satisfacEach group entered in the pushcart be given out to the best over-all
By GARY ANDERSON
treatment in the summer edition.
orrily complete their courses.
Twenty-seven campus organize- competition is required to enter parade contestant.
Sigma Delta Chi. men’s national
The candidates will be housed
Pushcart competition will begin
professional journalism fraternity, lions will compete in today’s 14th the marching ceremonies. The pa1 the campus residence halls and
recently awarded Lyke first place annual Lambda Chi Alpha push- rade will be divided into two di- as soon as the last parade entry
;kill receive their meals at the
for general excellence in college cart relays at the Santa Clara visions. A trophy will be given to has finished. Pi Kappa Alpha fracafeteria_
a marching unit as well as a float ternity will be out to defend its
magazine production at its na- county fairgrounds at 3 p.m.
A parade will precede the race. entry. A sweepstakes trophy will , 1960 sweepstakes championship. In
tional convention in Miami, Fla.
DR. HANS GUTH
relay competition each entry will
... Prof of yeahave to start its cart from a dead
stop and race 550 yards to the fin- Karlsen. grand magistrate of
ish line. Each team will consist of honor society.
five pushers traveling 110 yards
Dr. Guth. who earned his Ph !
apiece.
at the University of !Michigan.
Trustees of the California state
The races will be run in 17 heats this week received notice of his colleges have issued an endorsewith all heats except for the fi- promotion to the rank of a full! ment of Proposition Three. a $270
nals coming feom a different divi- professorship, effective next Sep- million bond proposal on the June
sion. Men’s organizations will run tember.
5 ballot.
in the A division, while women’s , This summer, Dr. Guth will
Meeting in Chico on May 4.
organizations will run in the B di- ltravel to Germany, where he plans
trustees urged voters to approve
vision.
! to lecture about aspects of Amer- the measure and "end the lack of
Serving the relays as queen will ican culture and education. He]
funds available for buildings needbe Margie Davison from Kappa will also arrange for publication ,
ed for an exploding college age
Delta sorority. Her court will con- of another of his books. "American,
popu la
’
:t
Barbata Clark. Alpha Chi impressions," which is written in’
Appreximately SO per cent of
(Continued on Page AI
C;.‘1771:1t1
the proposed bond Issue would be
used to build education facilities,
with approximately $20 million
earmarked for junior colleges.
hi
$100 million for the state colleges
and another $100 million for the
7.niversity of California.
A 45 per cent jump in enroll merits in California’s institutions
of higher education is predicted
Dr. Bud It. Hutchinson assist-: duct 10I1 among the lower
in the next three years. noted
ant professor of business and eco-, groups. He suggested that intrustees In the endorsement.
ereased
consumer
spending
resultninnies. told a Student Peace
Besides educat Iona’ facilities.
ing would offset adverse economic
Vitton audience yesterday that a! effects caused by
the reduced de - correctional institutions and mental hospitals would he COMO rlICtegi
inajor barrier in the path of peace, tense amount.
is the fear of economic collapse , He foresees major dislocations in WI h funds from Proposition
TI
following the cessation of defense! industry, geographical areas and!
priusisition. according to
in
occupations as a result. "Such
spending. He proposed policies’
tic 1-.1.[ri.hanrillor’s office, would fineewould
be painful hut
that could, he contended, take up I shifts
mince the major part of the next
the slack in a production lag and I essary in a shift to peacetime pro- hAll years’ needs of the state colsuccessfully convert the nation to duction," he said. "but it could he leges and the university.
alleviated if irifil/SITICS
d
a peacetime economy.
Professor Hutchinson conceded start now to plan their peartr,
Ir.
111 Mt
1111
t h e importance of government ! operation." He added that s
spending which would, ideally.1 an economic shift should
itis Searing
*
explained. (I. to r.) David Cram, coordinator,
complement consumer and capitall government aid for the affected
CHECKING IT OVERTwo of the people in111
week end date time,
utilization service, ITV center and Lois Madsen,
expenditures in creating full em1 pornilation gorups throegh retainand here’s a nee 11/A
volved in tomorrow’s television broadcast el11
for
doubles
n-b
"
programs,
that
aid
in
rh".
shirt
occupatierna’
machines
to
be
junior
psycholoy
major.
-Ing
teaching
ployment
and
a
the
successful
ecnof
one
amine
dress erar. Hass wear,
transition and the stimulation of
or leisure time, lir+ the
than he has in a rlassroom shun- portant reorhological Mittel& that and have been more interested in n1mIev, pointed out the periods of industry in areas hardest hit
all-purpose Manhattan
,j,e st’ the teaching reward, or reinforcernent. fecal- the actual learning situation it- 1 national crisis which resulted in, Illustrating his point in terms 111 irip-THK a comfortgm; l’ec"’
self,
able. pass -fitting shirt
net-eased etnployment through in -:more easily identified by
,
aid gives him a totally individual tales learning.
ssilh
neat lab collar
Tomorrow’s telecast is part of . creased government spending.
He said that. many types of
(nonce, the speaker eel,
and private approach to various
rlinrt Iees es, in
teaching machines "reward" the the "Education Today" series for
"America has spent $800 billion cost of two It -.’S$ bombe.
learning problems.
,shits’ oford cloth onti.
Dr. Mager Pointed out that learner with various forms of teachers and administrators pro- : since 1940 on military spending. , the total operating cost of the
rnder a jacket, It’s
teaching devices are now used praise, some with built-in audio duced in the SJS instructional’ but it went for waste goods and. penes Corps for run,’ year
perfect for an melting
II
onusthe
devices,
others
with
different
television
overt
.retotit.
htO
center
and
televised
services," he said. "The economic! ’The newly coest r icted Ii
widely in industry.
ke, trim and tradiKN"rv Saturdays at noon,
I
lgoal of full employment could I base in Omaha cost $25e mll
He said that the technical forms of reinforcement.
. ’oat for campus wear.
lfe added, however, that stuThe series will conclude next have been reached as well through or enough money to finance ’
courses that formerly took six
most Intelligent.
II
,..ar - around relertion
months to complete can, with the dents working with teaching ma- week with a program on "Educa- ehilian spending."
!Dalles dam in Oregon. whieh
11’ 7,00 tab,
at
Ill
he
r-tunes
so
have been
enthralled tion Trall(STOW,.. A look attend at
Professor Hutchinson proposed furnish electric poeer to
aid of the it:melting machine,
with the desicm that they have American education with the staff first a $10 billion drop in defense! and industries thrrniehota the
completed In half the time.
0
ROOS
Dr. Mager said that teaching cared little for "rewards" the ma- from the department of secondary , spending which would coincide ’ cific Northwest for yen’’,
’ with a $10 billion income tax re- j come." he added. ,
machines do not "forget" the im- chine offers for correct responses educat ion.
IN SAN JOSS
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Necessary?
Is the approvtti I ...mg rt.sitistr-stivist los’ students under
21 necessary on a state college ciunpus?
Arg
for approsed housing run along the lines of
providing adequate superlision of
no away from home,
enforcing time regulations and study hours so as to create More
conscientious students and protecting the scholars from falling
into the evils of city life.
Granted, there are advantages to having approved living
centers. Supersisors in many houses go out of their way to
create a pleasant, home-style atmosphere for their student residents. Students uelcome the lock-out and study hours as governors on their sometimes lackadaisical schedules. Parents do not
hesitate to give their approval to such arrangements.
On the other side are the antagonists who say approved
housing is a front to force the young students into paying
higher rent than they would hae to pay in unapproved housing. Perhaps this is an understandable observation.
Whatever good or bad policies govern approved housing,
its general idea seems to be outdated on today’s campuses.
A% hen an individual reaches the college level, he has hit the
final educational step to the workers’ world. Upon that level
rests the integrity of the individual. This is the point where
girls become women, boys become men and childhood is left
for the memoirs of one’s first 12 years of education. As students
of SJS and as students in general, we are expected not only to
conduct oursekes like ladies and gentlemen, but also to keep
the reputation of our campus scholarly and respected.
With this in mind, how can young adult students become
self-sufficient when required to lie under =pliable regulations?
The advantages of mandatory approved housing are Victorian. Of course approved housing should be available on all
campuses, but residence should be a matter of choice.
Colleges and universities lacking an approved housing
regulation provide graduates that are just as outstanding as
citizens anti community leaders as our own.
Why. then, do we force our young, intelligent and enter.
prizing students to rely on an inuaecessary crutch? Let’s not be
responsible for creating grown babies to be tomorrow’s leaders.
D.C.

Stanford-SJS Choirs Appear Jointly
San Jose State College’s A
Cappella Choir and Stanford
university’s chorus join the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra
for its final program of the current season at the War Memorial Opera house at 2:15 this
afternoon.
The two choirs also appeared
with the symphony in two concerts earlier this week.
Psalm 47 for Soprano, Mixed
Chorus, Organ and Orchestra
will be sung by the SJS choir.
directed by William J. Erlendson. professor of music, and
SU’s chorus, directed by Dr.
Harold C. Schmidt.
University of California student Carol Bogard will be guest
soprano soloist for the Psalm.
SJS’ choir has made other appearances with the San Francisco S.vophony with such corn -

positions as Bach’s Mass hi B
minor and the Passion According to St. Matthew, Verdi’s
"Requiem" and Handel’s "Judas
Maccabaeus."
The concert today is directed
by Enrique Jorda, regular conductor of the orchestra.

Walt Disney Film
HOLLYWOOD (UPIIJames
Neilson is directing "The Moon-cussers" for Walt Disney at his
nearby Burbank studio.
The film concerns the 19th
century plunderers who lured
ships to their doom on the New
England coast with false signal
lights on moonless nights. Neilson previously directed "Moon
Pilot" and "Bon Voyage" for
Disney.

Don’t be a meat -head! Get Vitalis with V-7. 1t
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally. V-’/1,, is the greaseless grooming discovery.
Vitalis"t with VI fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents
dryness, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it!
- -- -
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Vitali’

Student Suggests
’Shock’ Treatment
Editor:
I du not believe this to be
"the best of all possible worlds."
True, we on this campus are
fairly well provided for. We
have, for example library help,
fertilized ground around Centennial Hall, Twist contests, and
"Iwo minutes hate." Upon this
last point I should like to dwell,
for this is the point which leads
rue to my heresy.
We have our two minutes of
hate, but no oily gin. This hate
is provided by the cross walks
in front of the cafeteria and
music building. During the minutes before classes invariably a
student starts across the street
after the sign has turned to
"wait," and occasionally even in
the face of a glaring green sig-

Family Changes
Mind in a Hurry

AN EFFECTIVE GIMMICK for hitch-hiking to and from work
is demonstrated by Turkish exchange student Nec Erez who so
far has managed to be on time for his part-time job at the IBM
-photo b. Kerbs Lomas
plant here in San Jose.

Hitch-hiking Student Gets
Results With Folding Sign
By BRUCE BATE
Hitch-hiking daily between
San Jose State and the city’s
IBM plant would be a tedious
task for most students. But, not
for Nec Erez, Turkish exchange
student.
Erez, who has been working at
the IBM plant part-time for the
last eight months, has yet to
be late on the job, thanks to a
"fast pick-up service."
Erez has a clever gimmick
that he uses in finding rides to
and fro. A folding, two-sided
sign reading "IBM South" on
one side and "San Jose State
College" on the other, works
every time.
The hitch-hiking student, an
engineering major, is carrying a
full load at SJS and puts in over
30 hours a week at the IBM
plant. Part of a good education,
he feels, is meeting American
people.
"Through hitch -hiking, I can
do this," he commented.
During his daily college-to work trek, Erez has had some
very distinguished chauffeurs.
Once, Erez found himself riding with the president of the
systems and products division of
IBM. Another time, his driver
turned out to be the former
head of the college’s electrical
engineering department and
now president of the plant’s advanced technology department.
Occasionally, t he exchange
student hinted, he is offered
rides by female drivers.
"This gives me an opportunity
to learn about the women’s outlook in America," he grinned.
Since his arrival in the states
two and a half years ago, Erez
has done a lot of hitch-hiking
from one end of the country
to the other.
The well -traveled student
boasts that he has two address
books full of names of wonderful people whom he has met and

c) DON’T DELAY!

received rides from during his
trips.
During his travels, the exchange student has found American women to be very intelligent and extremely friendly.
"But I miss the beautiful eyes
of our Turkish women," he
sighed.
Needless to say, Erez has
really found a way to meet
American people. "Hitch hiking," said Erez, "is the best way
I know to make friends and exchange cultures in any country."
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An apLONDON (UPI)
parently understanding fatherin-law yesterday bailed out a
Philadelphia railroad worker
and his family of three from
aboard a Soviet steamer following their arrival from Leningrad and an abortive attempt to
settle in the Soviet Union.
British immigration officials
refused permission to land to
David Paul Johnson, 32, a former Pennsylvania railroad time
clerk, his wife, and twin 4-yearold sons when they arrived at
Tilbury Docks aboard the Soviet
liner Baltika. Johnson said he
was broke.
The Johnsons had intended to
settle in Russia. But after a
week’s look around, they hurriedly returned to the West,
"thoroughly disillusioned."
Johnson, who said he had considered himself a Communist although he never had a party
card, quit his job and sold all he
had to go to Russia, a U.S. Embassy official said.
His first shock came in Leningrad, he told the embassy official, when he was approached by
Russians "who wanted to buy
my clothing." Traveling by train
from Leningrad to Moscow, he
was said to have been struck by
the "horrible housing" he saw
along the tracks. He also found
Moscow depressing and made up
his mind to go back.
The officials quoted Johnson
as saying that when he got back
to the United States he and his
wife would do all they could to
present a "true picture" of conditions in Russia to people they
knew to he Communist sympathizers.
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EVERY
COLLEGE
STUDENT
CAN BENEFIT

by
reading
this
book

SCIENCE
WHIR

SITS UT
TO Of
SC91910101

An understanding of the truth
contained in Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy can
remove the pressure which concerns today’s college student
upon whom increasing demands are being made for
academic excellence.

rial for the traffic. This last observation is amazing since autos
weigh snore than Most students.
Iliad hypothesized that such individuals were cognizant of an
overpowering "death urge" and
were hurrying to Building K for
help. Alas, my hypothesis isn’t
confirmed by field observations.
My new hypothesis is that
such individuals haven’t been
proprely conditioned to differentiate red from green and to
respond with the proper reflex.
’Mese individuals aren’t hopeless! I am almost certain that
what Pavlov did with dogs we
can do with students.
I propose that instead of closing Seventh st. fa ridiculous
action if the only reasons are
that it presents some noise and
that students are subjected to
50 seconds more of our infrequent rain) we place electric
grids in the cross walks. Said
grids to administer a sufficiently
disconcerting shock to the feet
of those crossing against the
signal.
If this suggestion proves not
to be feasible I suggest that
the student body appropriate
funds to buy oily gin to be
served with the "two minutes
hate."
Nasrgene
t
S. Porterfield
ASH 6846

’Debate Candidates
Have Cooperation’
Editor:
I have heard from fellow students that Dr. Bud R. Hutchinson Ls an efficient and good
teacher. I have heard him talk
at TASC meetings, and have
been impressed with his organized and sharp presentation.
However, I have to disagree
with his May 9 Thrust and
Parry attacks on SAC, Henry
Hammer, Don Cornish, and Fred
Reinheimer.
Communism can be fought
negatively by attacking it or

MEEMERMISMISIIMI

Henry Hammer, Don t’ornish
and Fred Reinheimer bud
the
courtesy, cooperation and plain
old fashioned guts to show
up
and present their VieWS at
San
Jose State College,
Mr. Hammer and Mr.
Reinhelmet: are both qualified and
liberal enough to warrant
Democratic support,
Bernard Netak Ills
ASH Alm:164

Econ Profs ’Put
Record Straight’
Editor:
In his appearance before
the
Students Against Communism
on Tuesday and in his letter to
Thrust and Parry of the same
day Mr. Rheinheimer implied
that Dr. William Stanton had
been tired for incompetence.
A-s members of the F.conomies
department faculty at San Jose
State we feel that we should
put the record straight. Professor Stanton is an extremely
capable man with an excellent
training in economics. In our
view he is unquestionably cornpatent in his subject.
Mr. Rheinheimer’s attempt to
disparage Dr. Stanton’s qualifications for public office is especially unwarranted in view of
the fact that the circumstances
surrounding the failure to grant
tenure to Dr. Stanton are still
under investigation and a public
hearing on the Stanton-Hutchinson tenure case has yet to be
held.
Turley H. Mines
Asst. Professor of fiessnoilolen
Leonard W. Weiss
Assoc. Professor of Economies
Suzanne E. Wiggins
Aunt Professor of Economies
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FOCUS
For Meaningful Existence

Organiptious

Worship Sunday
At One Of These Nearby

Contini

ST. PAUL’S
lOtts at San Se.va
dors - 11:00 a.rn

FIRST
Santa Clare a 5th

Episcopalians at San Jose State

Cr,

FOR THE BIRDS?
Don’t make the birds do ell the
work this Spring. Come over to
Canterbury this Sunday evening
our guest is the Rev. Norman
Mealy, professor of Church Music
at our seminary in Berkeley. Some
talk about Church music; lots of
singing.
Supper at six . . . uh-onia,

9.30 5 II a.m.

HON
LUN
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodist Student Center}
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

CY 24701
5th and Santa Clare
J. Benton White, Campus Minister

This Week

National Lutheran Council

Three married couples discuss

St.ThomasChapel

"BUILDING A HAPPY HOME"

for the doubter,

A student chapel
questioner. and believer

Supper at 5:30 p.m.
Meeting at 6:15 p.m

"Strength TO Be Strong
Place: CCC 300 S. 10th at San Carlos

Sermon:

Revir Williams
Fellowship

Lutheran Student Association

Church Services:
11:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
10:00 College Bible Class

First 1r...sea
Wednesday,
ing with Missouri

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN

COLLINS
Collage Chaplain

CENTER

JOHN M. AKERS
Pastor

441

TO

intrlan

r-,

I ri

3rd Si San Antonio
Sunday, 9:45 a.m.-5:15 p.m.- Meet with
investors.
Bus
I
Hume Lake trill totay.
3:45 from Tri-C.
Coming: Next Sunday evening Dr. Lind strum will .peak.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30. 11:00 a.m. a.id 7:00 p.m.
United Campus Christian

Sunday Morning College Class
"NEW TESTAMENT THOUGHT

AND MODERN CULTURE"

Christian Cntair 800
930.1030

So.

10th

Don Ernrnipl. Presbyterian
Campus Pastor
Th,s SundyA

Gospel tor

Ministry

CONGREGATIONAL -DISCIPLES

PRESBYTERIANS

Humanity

Lul."

WALK

No meeting Tuesday.
730 at
ma,
Lutheran. 374 S. 3rd. A second
Synod Gerona
Delta
’
’’The Task of the Chrktien Stud."
4,1
nos,I.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
04 E. San Fernando
REV. GEORGE

DO

Methodist Churches

Canterbury
Tales

Science and Health may be
read, borrowed, or purchased
for $3 at any Christian Science
Reading Room. On request a
ropy will be mailed to you postpaid. After 30 days you may
keep the book by remitting the
rust or return it to the Reading
Room in the mailing carton
provided.
Information about Science
and Health may also be obi ained on campus through the

SAN JOSE STATE
MEETING TIME
7:30 Tuesday
MEETING PLACE
Memorial Chapel
STUDY ROOM
134 E. San Fernando

hopefuls for the saint, .Ance
to
iiitelligently discuss
and !awes. performed platform
.1 great
service to sensible democracy.

edigiou4

Free to You for 30 Days

Christian Science
Organization

positively by making our
demoe.
racy strong. SAC, by open
mindt.tily inviting four
Democratic

Sunday Morning College Class
"OLD TESTAMENT THOUGHT

AND MODERN CULTURE"
9:45 to 1045
5th
First Christian Church, 80 So
Campus
Leader: Mark Rutledge,
Christ
Pastor for United Church of
This Sunday:
Tisstarnos,
"The God of the Old
Iterenee1.1 n, I o.,90’

LA 11

Fitzgerald Concert
At S.J. Auditorium

El la Fitzgerald, three -time
winner of the record industry’s
Grammy awards for outstanding
moraings, will bring her pop
,ones to San Jose’s civic auditorium tomorrow night at 8:30
Appearing with the singer in
..An Evening With Ella Fitzgerald" is the Paul Smith trio.
Tickets to the concert are
aoilable for $4, $3.50, $3 and
$2.50 at Wendell Watkins management office, 89 S. First St.
Reservations mny be made by
telephoning CYpress 3-6252.
lse Fitzgerald became prominent in the musical world after
she wrote and recorded "ATisket, A Tasket." She has since
artist,
tecome a top recording
concert tourist and nightclub,
motion picture and television
performer.
Among the singers bestknown recordings are "Into
Each Life Some Rain Must
Fall," "Hoer High the Moon,".
Lady, Be Good" and
"Stone Cold Dead in de Market." Her album "Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Cole Porter
song Book," which contains 32
Porter songs, was hailed as a
classic. This was followed by the
release of "Ella Fitzgerald Sings
the Rogers and Hart Song
The singer has toured extensively throughout the U nit e d
States and Europe; including
Sweden. Italy, Germany, Japan
and Australia.

JAZZ
AT

JANKO’S
Every Then., Fri., Sat.

the

Demonstration Scheduled
By Hindu Temple Dancer

Continuous Entertainment
from 9:30

HOFBRAU STYLE
LUNCHES AND
DINNERS

19 N. MARKET ST.

chow ciate
SPARTAN

DRIVLIX 11116111 py5.3410
is. fail at Alma
U
FREE CAR HEATERS
ADULTS ONLY
WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
La.,enca Harvey I Jana Fonda
Plus
/GIS
ENv.d McLean & Mary Moore
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE
IMINImmur
Y 73060
LA BELLE AMERICAINE
PI.
THE LADY KILLERS

TOWNE’

Lt/XAMIll

A demonstration of the techniques of the classic Hindu dance
"Kathakall" will be performed
by the temple dancer Shivaram
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in Morris
Dailey auditorium.
Holders of San Jose State College ASH, faculty and employee
cards may obtain free tickets
to the program in the student

Plus 3 For Lynchings

Psychology is almost my favorite subject. Next to the habits
of the Pimo Indian, there is nothing I would rather cram into my
inquisitive and rapier-sharp brain than the nuances of human behavior.
So you can see why I was overjoyed at being selected to participate in a psychological study sponsored by SJS and the U.S.
Office of Education.
In fact the letter I received recently said, quite frankly, that
I am "one of a select number being asked to participate in this
study."
So "select" am I that the letter even was addressed to "Dear
Student:" How many of your professors get that chummy and call
you dear student. "Hey, you there," or "Mr. (so and so)," but dear
student? Hardly.
My selected contribution to this study is to react to 100 questions in varying degrees of agreement ( +3,
2, +1) or disagreement 1-3, 2, IL
The problem here, of course, is that there is no room to expand
and present underlying reasons for answers. And some of the questions merit investigation.
WILD SEX LIFE
Like for instance: "The wild sex life of the old Greeks and
Romans was tame compared to some of the goings-on in this
country, even in places where people might least expect it."
You can see what sort of problems this one presents. Did lovely
Liz gallivant with robust Richard because of her upbringing in this
country or because she was living her part as Cleopatra? (Although
Cleo was an Egyptian, Marc and Julius were Romans,)?
Or, is wife-swapping (why hasn’t anyone called it husbandswapping, or would that be too much of a blow to male egos?) the
result of the present standards or did all those people take world
history In junior high?
Then there is another statement that bothers me: "An occasional lynching in the South is a good thing because there is large
percentage of Negroes in many communities and they need a scare
once in a while to prevent them from starting riots and disturbances."
A MATTER OF SOVEREIGNTY
Let it be known that I am basically opposed to lynchings in
any form. But, then, I never have been In the South. And, in truth,
maybe I "just don’t understand the problem," as Southerners are
prone to say. If Southerners look kindly on "occasional lynchings,"
am I to degrade myself and become a meddlin’ Yanke’?
Finally, I would like to comment on a very well-known statement, No. 85 on the questionnaire: "Familiarity breeds contempt."
If this means that we become contemptuous of those with
whom we have a close relationship, I disagree.
If some persons want to name their offspring "Contempt,"
why not?

Original Music Selected
For 1962 All-Day Festival

DON RUSSO
TRIO

SPARTAN DA/LY-11

Friday, May II,

Original compositions for band,
orchestra and chamber groups
have been selected for the Music department’s annual Contemporary Music festival, May
18.
Musical works written by five
SJS students and two music
professors are included on the
all-day program.
Other compositions which will
be performed are the work of
college professors and New York
and Los Angeles musicians.
Original works by SJS professors are "I Saltimbanchl" for
pI
1,, St:ttilry Hollings-

MIIIIIENItal I
396 South First
THE MAGIC SWORD
Winwood
Rathbone &
TLENAGE MILLIONAIRE

TROPICAIRE
TWINYUE DRIVE IN

EAST SANTA CLARA AT 3705
CL 8-8144
NORTH SCREEN
WALK ON THE WILD
SIDE
and
SATAN NEVER SLEEPS
SOUTH SCREEN
HORROR CHAMBER OF
DR. FAUSTUS
and
THE MONSTER

SARATOGA YO276

.43.1 The Alameda

A I ULU OF A COMEDY,

worth, assistant professor of
music, and Three Epitaphs from
"Spoon River" by Thomas Ryan,
professor of music.
Graduate students whose music will be performed are Brent
Heisinger, "F a n tas y;" Jack
Gaunt, Andante sostenuto for
string trio; and Kay Raney,
"Pastorale."
Wilton Jones’ "Motion" for
percussion and Stanley Tice’s
Movement for woodwind quintet,
senior students, are also on the
program.
The festival’s all -day program
opens at 10:30 a.m, with compositions for band performed by
the San Jose State College Symphonic Band, conducted by Dr.
Robert Hare, associate professor
of music.
A panel discussion by all attending composers will follow at
11:30 a.m.
Chamber music will be performed beginning at 1:30 p.m.
The festival will close with Dr.
W. Gibson Walters, professor of
music, conducting the San Jose
State College Symphony Orchestra for original orchestral works,
hoginnin7 at 2 :In pm

McFarland Recital
Slated for Monday
The unusual arrangement of a
Sonata for Oboe and Piano performed with the Sonata’s composer at the piano will be presented by Patrick McFarland at
his senior recital Monday at
8:15 p.m. In Concert Hall.
McFarland’s recital, which is
open to the public without
charge, will feature a sonata
composed by Stanley Hollingsworth, assistant professor of
music. Three movements will be
performed with Hollingsworth
on piano and McFarland on
oboe.
The senior music student’s recital will also include Teleman’s
"Partite," No. 5 in E minor,
Chopin’s "Fantasy" in F minor,
Op. 49 and Jacob’s Quartet for
Oboe and Strings.

3000-YEAR -OLD DANCEShivaram, Hindu temple dancer, and
his dancers will demonstrate "Kathakali," a dance technique at
least 3000 years old when they perform in Morris Dailey auditorium Tuesday night,

’Potpourri’ Opening
Delights Full House
By (’HRIS HEADINGS
Opening to the delighted
shrieks of a houseful of fascinated children and a cry of "Let’s
put on a show," the SJS Children’s Theater production of
"Potpourri" wowed its eager
audience in Studio Theater yesterday afternoon.
The children’s program will
continue today at 4 p.m. and
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. and 2
p.m. Tickets are available at
the College Theater box office
at 50 cents each.
After rushing onto the circle
stage with its trunkful of costumes and props, the "Potpourri" cast drew its already enthusiastic audience into the fun
by having it join in the singing
of "This Old Man."
ON WITH THE SHOW
Then a cry of "let’s put on a
show" went up and all but
three of the cast trooped off
stage. Remaining were Vern
Langdon, who played the gay
organ background music and was
"the world’s greatest magician:"
FA China, the delightfully mumbly-jumbly master of ceremo-

fatir104

nies; and Barbara Thompson,
an actress.
Chilla and Miss Thompson
presented an imaginative pantomime about two mad scientists, a female Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. Varying from the
original story, Dr. Jekyll drank
the potion and turned into a
monster too. The fierce Mr.
Hyde became infatuated and
suddenly quite tame. And the
children loved it.

Assisting McFarland in the
latter work is Louis Pulls on
viola. Other accompaniment is
by Dick Woodruff on harpsichord and piano; Camilla Sheldon, violin; and Stephen Gebhart, violoncello.

COX

RODGERS and
HAMMERSTEIN’S

4

STATE FAIR ri4,)
-

and at the FOX
DESERT WARRIOR

Et Retied*

TRIES MAGIC’S ART
Shedding his role as organt,1
for a while, Langdon pulled out
a top hat and magic wand and
with the aid of his cackling professional sorcerous, a marionette named Cynthia, made a try
at the art of magic.
Of the three short plays Included in "Potpourri," the audience’s small hands clapped
most enthusiastically for "A
Pair of Lunatics." Sands Emengy showed a superb talent at
fluctuating her facial expressions and voice to fit her "mad
role.
Puppeteer for the show is
Luman Coed.

RENT NOW FOR

Fall Semester
For as Low a..
Approved

$200.00 and up
PER SEMESTER
Unapproved

$140.00 and up
a month

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
485 So. 9th

CT 7-8877

SIC FLICS

og
NEW STOCK
of

Summer Cottons

1

Saturday
Night

and at the EL RANCHO
MAJORITY OP ONE

500 up

Also:
Complete Wedding;
Gown, Headpiece, Veil.
’P
Sonc,s1 d,scoont tor br,detnteide

ORCHESTRA
Complete Informal
Wedding

Alma & Almaden
PAT ’ONE
.80BBY DARIN PAMELA
TIFFIN ANN-MARGRET
TOM EWELL ALICE FATE
,..at

50‘

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
0TH II TULLY ROAD
(Sas Sun. & Holidays ancludad)

A member of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, national music fraternity, McFarland is a student
of Wayne Sorensen, associate
professor of music. He has also
studied with Raymond Duste of
the San Francisco Symphony
and with Ray Still, first oboist
of the Chicago Symphony.

"HOW TO MURDER A RICH UNCLE"
Chn-tet Coburn - 14;9,1 Patrick . Wondy Hilton

Is
A FOX WEST COAST THEATRE

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

McFarland has played in the
Colorado Aspen Festival orchestra and soloed with San Jose
State College’s Band and Symphony Orchestra. A solo performance of the Mozart Concerto with the San Jose Junior
Symphony in 1956 is also accredited to the student.

"A WEEKEND WITH LULU"

monommonommow
iu
so.

affairs business office. TH16, as
long as any remain.
Tickets went on sale to the
general public at $1.50 each yesterday.
The nine moods, gesture language and grammar of Kettle,kali dances will be demonstrated by Shivaram as well as training for eyes, face muscles, head
and neck.
"The Hermit," a parable in
mime inspired by the poetry of
Kalidasa, will be translated into
Kathaltali by Shiyaram with
narration by Louise Lightfoot
A member of the Indian dime*
company, Janaki, will present
a Nautch dance, a type of entertainment performed by women
dancers at marriages and other
social functions.
Janaki will also present a
unique and difficult plate dance
in which he balances brass plates
while moving about.
Only persons holding tickets
to the Spartan programs committee presentation will be admitted to the auditorium before
8:05 p.m.

CIXOAIIIIT
GROVE
SAI1TA CRuz BEACH
pancing Every Sat. Night

"We’re not leaving till we find him
and his overdue library books!"

24" ’2
ithiturEs
21r403 SLor

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
GET WITH THE GRANT) PRIX ... ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

A

85 W. San Antonio
Corner of Market

7
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President Wahlquist Announces
73 Faculty Promotions for Fall Fi

TV Show To Review
Predictions of 1830
Predictions by political observers in 1830 that the Pacific would
soon witneitis the growth of two
giants, Russia and the United
States. will be reviewed by Dr.
Ted C. Hinckley. assistant prolessin of history and education, on
tornornaw’s 11:30 a.m. "Perspective" television program rat KNTV,
Channel 11.
Speaking on -The U.S. in the
Northern Pacific, 1830-1897," Dr.
I linckley m ill deliver the third
program in a series ot lour on the
history of America’s participation
in Pacifica.
The series. "The U.S. in the
Pacific, 1784-1900," is broadcast
Me weekly from Ilia Speech and

Loans Available
For 162-163 Year

Drama department by the ihspartmem s radio-television area.
Dr. Hinckley’s review tomorrow
will also include a brief summary
of Russia’s failure in Alaska and
an introduction of America’s 19th.
century affairs in the "Great
Land."
The Alaskan frontier’s peculiarities, its fur trade and fishing indust," will be surveyed by the
history professor.
The Alaska gold rush of the
late 1890’s will conclude the halfhour show.
Dr. Gerald Wheeler, assistant
the dean of graduate studies, will
conclude the series May 19 With
a discussion of the U.S. as at.
imperialist {hover in the Pacific

Academic promotions for 73
San Jose State faculty members,
including ’27 to full professorships,
were a n no u need yesterday by
President John T. Wahlquist.
promotions, all effective
Sept. 1, also include 34 assistant
profeasurs to become associate professuisa and 12 ’flan-wit/es elevated
----

Bids Available
For
Hall Positions
1

Residence

to assistant professorships.
Advanced to full professorships
were the following associate prolessors:
Janice W. Carkin, physical education for women; Whitaker DeinInger, philosophy; Mary E. Dui-tett, home econumica; Frank C.
Gale, science education; Mats.ton
Girard, health and hygiene; Hans
Guth, English; William Heimanns,
foreign languages; Leonard Holder, mathematics; Vergil Hughes.
elementary education; Allen W.
Jacobs, biological science; Richard
Jeason. music.

MORE ADVANCEMENTS
Lester Lange, mathematics;
Daniel C. Lopez, industrial arts;
Edward Madden, philosophy;
Charles Marshall, journalism and
advertising; Marshall Miller, elementary education; Melvin Miller,
police; John Moody, secondary education: George Muyiuthan, electrical engineering; Scott Norwood,
marketing; Bruce Ogilvie, psychology.
Walter Plant, psychology; Leonard Stanley, art; James Thumpson, business education: Robert
Travis, real estate and insurance;
William Vatcher, political science;
Robert H. Woodward, English.

tion; Robert Rasa,
science; Itialkert Roberts
ft
Ilenry W. Robinson. lin,
ence; Robert Rose a,
ence: Dale Ruagia
Joseph Reid Seta
guages; Harman s
pity; George Sta
and insurance.

Dmitri E. Th01%1 rli
Cornelia Tomes, seeons.
tion; Laurence E. Wila
try; Warren W. Wood,
gineering; Ruth P Vane
mesatry.
ASsISTANT Pluit’ESSOlis
Promoted from instructor s
sistant professor are:

John Canario, F.:411,h
"I feel that I’ve grown up in
Christiane Cook. foreign
the last year . .. It offers a terPeter Collins. foreign ...
rific experience to work with huRichard Ellefsen, ectinutnie.. .
excellent inman problems . .
geography; Mrs.. Mary Css.
service training for teachers and
Nat.na. .leteme -.Ancient loans
physical education kr
," These are but a
counselors .
women:
:..tre now available for the 1962-63
Mrs. Carol F. filloWN, physical eta.
few of the comments gathered
academic year, according to Dar,
cation for women.
during a recent discusion interRyan, assistant to the dean a!
view with current SJS resident
Margaret Lawler, physical
talents.
hall assistants.
cation for women; Mrs. Gat:.
Applications may be obtained it.
Applications
for
fall
semester
Inclum
hoota
Martin, audio visual Musa a
Aritn201. Students must have a ,
positions as residents assistants
’ will be heard tonight at the InterINTERNATIONAL TOUCHThe colorful and authentic touch
Mrs. Esther Pereyra-Suarez. t
2.75 grade point average to qual-i
are
available
now.
Forms
must
be
’ national Student center, 285 S.
eign languages; Wolf -10
will be added to International Week on Monday-Friday by
ify for the loan.
completed and submitted to the
Market at. at 8.
Schulz, foreign languages; Casa:
foreign students dressed in their native costumes for the InterAdm
Loan.% will be awarded on a
266.
housing office,
by May
American Indian night, spon’Shreve, at-run:tut ies Yoshiligh
national Week special activities. Above, Chay Azimi (left) from
.y
so
basis,
serve"
first
18.
-first come,
sorest D the San Jose American
Iran and Anneke Kock (right) from the Netherlands show off
Uchida, phy,iral education fur
NEW ASSOCIATE PROFS
There are also openings availstudents should apply as soon uslIndian group, will feature a troup
, men.
their outfits to Dr. Marion Richards, international student
P.yan stmt.:se:1.
Promoted from assistant prolesable as head residenth. Graduate
of dancers from Oakland performadviser at SJS. As part of the celebration, an international bazaar
women on campus are urged tol sor to associate professor are:
ing the ancient native dances of
will be held Friday from I I a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Inner Quad.
inquire further into this category, ; Joyce Bolton, home economics;
the Redman. according to Bert
Students in costume will sell foods and pastries from foreign
PRESTIGE
according to Robert Baron, housa Mervyn Cadwallader, sociolor
phew la, Martir Inamantailta
Timmermans, assistant coordinacountries,
degree
BUT
ing
coordinator.
A
college
GOOD
,,..
LOOT
Leonard
s
Feldman,
mathemat
center.
the
tor of
or its equivalent is required and Walter A. Gong, physical sclera,
Canvass for patio appts.
and "Lone"Monument
esuoh’yellaV
applications must be in Adm266 Parnik Hazarian, industrial art Call CY 2.4700
People," two 35-minute
by May 18,
Alice Hitchcock, elementary ed
films about the American Indian.s.
-it II
has
resident
halls
Each
of
the
cation;
Francis
F.
Huang,
rimwill also be shown. In addition, a
a head resident and two assist- chanical engineering; Walter Hugspeaker is scheduled, according ta
A Budget
ants. The assistants. who must be ings, history; Kenneth Hutton,
Timmermans.
Summer Tour
if
or
graduate
standclass
upper
biological science.
Indian cookies and coffee will
Specially arranged for
May 13th.
STUDENTS, TEACHERS and YOUNG
be served free, Timmermans said., Internationl Week comes to San pastries front t. at ions foreign, mg, help in supervision and ad- I Ruth Lavare, English; Mrs.
students.
They
Mary
Lawrence.
visement
of
the
ADULTS
nursing:
Jose State Monday with a week- countries, will be open from 111
Flowers for Mother’s Day
See Japan as ony Artist T Mikan,
receive salary and board, but Day
long roster of activities including a.m. to 3 p.m.
English;Estherjlvetaancnke.
!Lawson,
can show you fun filled 42 days it
CY 2-0462
10th & Sante Clara
The booth with the most au- a semester room rent,
a symposium on international reeducational tour
elementary education; Harris Mar lations, an colorful bazaar and the! thentic decorations and costumes! "We should always be available tin, history; William McBain, nayLeaving San Francisco Ely 9
’President Yew A I ’,C.USiVe
will be awarded a trophy, accord- to listen and advise on students’ chology; Nick Milichevich, aeroInternational Ball.
and
Sharon.
Allen
ing
to
Linda
interviewed
Week
activities
the
agreed
problems."
International
"am $750
featuring fashions by
nautics; Roger S. Muzzy, music:
will begin Monday with an an- Holly, co-chairmen of the bazaar.; Previous experience in group liv- Donald G. Newman, general enFor reservation and FREE deans .
brochures contact
In addition, Pres. John T. Wahl -I ing or activities is a requirement gineering; Eric Oback, art; James,
nouncement by San Jose mayor
JAPAN AMERICAN TRAVEL BUREAU
AppilcittiIms are now bear.: ic- !Paul Moore proclaiming the week quist will speak at the interns- for a resident assistant position.
S.r F,rdico
PST
wo,d Tode C
Saritt, 1.41744 0, vow. Trac Ago.?
The applicant must be able to
cepted for appointive positions on of May 14-18 as International tional bazaar at 11:15 in the Inner
John Rhoades. science educaQuad.
demonstrate abilities of leadership
the Associated Women Students Week in the city of San Jose.
The International Ball will cli- and dependability. A resident as.’
An international symposium, arKORET
judicial board and the AWS
ranged by the International Re- max the week-long celebration sistant needs to have self.conf:cabinet.
Applications are available in the lations club, is slated for Tuesday. Friday night. The Ball, scheduled dence and qualities of friendlita
activities office or the College, Co-chairmen Phil MacWilliams for the Hawaiian Gardens, is being and helpfulness.
Union. They must be returned to and Lyn Spalding said that films presented by the SJS Intreciturall Besides gaining practical ex\\
the former not later than Tues- and a campus poll on the sym- tural Council and the Internation- perience for later work in tea:)’
ing or counseling fields, the
day, according to Barbara Bar- posium topic will be held also. The al Student Center.
Bids for the Ball are available dent assistant realizes rens.’
subject has not yet been annard, AWS president.
in the Student Affairs business bility and learns It, ,et
Committee chairmanships open nounced.
Highlighting the international office at $2 a couple for students tions.
are: publicity, TAWS, intellectual cultural, calender, Sparta Sings, theme will be exhibits of arts and and $10 a couple for non -students.
community service, newsletter, crafts from representative foreign
Reservation Deadline
student -faculty, tag-little sister, countries. The displays, arranged
Today for Banquet
Christmas door decoration and by Arah Sahakian, will be shown
in the college library.
omen’s week.
T(,(1.y is the final day to make
INTERNATIONAL DAY
, Applicants for committee chairreservations for the annual Home
May 18 has been designated a,
men are required to have 2.0 over
Economics department banquet.
Iall. Judicial board applicants are International Day at San Jose
Reservations may be made In HE required to have 2.0 over all and State, and an international bazaar
Outstanding business students 19, according to Joy Smee. pub. be at least a sophomorc (Mein,: the will be featured in Inner Quad to
will be honored Wednesday, May laity chairman for the event.
!celebrate the day.
trim of office.
I Banquet tickets sell for $2.50.
Fiftaan Issiths. offerina foods and 16 at San Jose State’s fourth annual Business% Division’s Achieve- Dormitory students with a meal
ment banquet. The dinner is set card must pay $1.50. The dinner
for 6:45 p.m. at the Santa Clara will he in the cafeteria’s faculty
dining room May 23 at 6 p.m.
county fairgrounds pavillion.
Guest speaker will be Leonard
An expected audience of 800 will
hear Robert R Gina. vice presi- !McConnell, health and social
worker. McConnell will disetiFive-way VIP will begin today dent and public relations mant"The Importance of Home 1 .
:at 2:30 p.m. with the Very Im- ager of Pacific Gas & Electric co.,
discuss ’The Winds of Freedom." I nomics in Strengthening Fain.
portant Parade.
Awards will be presented to the I Life."
The
pushcart
parade
at the
In our profession. Just about te,
The banquet is held annually
,nta Clara county fairgrounds outstanding students in each of
honor of outstanding senior,
biggest stone wall we run into 1,
the
Business
Division’s
seven
deII begin the list of VIP activihome economics. Scholarships v.
downright skepticism, of a nature
. Bands and marching units, partments, following Gros’ speech. I ass :17+,1
The
banquet
is
sponsored
that doesn’t even permit the person
jointly
:resenting the living groups in
to- relays, will kick off both VIP by seven divisional organizations.
involved to come in and at least
Alpha Eta Sigma, Chi Sigma Epsiand pushcart activities.
listen to our side of the story. We
NowastOyuotu cayn o reaalchot. of th living that has been staying
Something
Very Important Pushcarts will lon, Industrial Relations and Perwill be the very first to tell you
of your
follow at 3 p.m. Twenty-seven sonnel Management club, MarketDifferent!
GEM Department Store of San Jose opens the way by
certain things can, and cannot be
carts have been entered in the ing club, Pi Omega Pl, Real
a memannouncing special Collegiate Membership
Estate and Insurance club and the
7411k
done about baldness.
event at the fairgrounds.
yboeursi needs.hiptht brings you TREMENDOUS SAVINGS on all
An all -school dinner will fill the Society for the Advanaement 01
S. I. TUROFF. Director
Try Our
Calif. T.iroff Clinics
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Very Important Proteins segment Management
Just to give you an idea of what you’ll find in our and
of the activities. The dinner will
departments: Brandnam quality in men’s weer
,assve known about this skepticism for a long time, and long
jewelry,
wornalWO fashions ... in sporting goods, cameras,
be held from 5:30 to 7:30 in the
ai we learned a wonderful thing in our profession. It is this- healthandbeauty aids, records. Thousands of paper.
lot, perfectly honest \kith people, it doesn’t do anything but
Spartan cafeteria.
Weekly student 1 inniuni za lion
back books, including the classics: and reference books
Filet of Fish
make you a huge success. Frankly, we’ve had some really
"BMOC," the 1962 Revelries shots will be given in I1B130 frata
by special ordering. Proscriptions filled, too. And every
tough ones finally decide to come in and at least listen to us
show
is
the
Delicious
Very
Important Pro- 1-4 p.m. today. Shots in’ Sauce
item in the Doris has the lowest price in town!
tit doesn’t cost anything, the examination is free). Lo and
and
, cluction. The show will open at diphtheria -tetanus, typhoid .
Lettuce & Burger Bun
behold, the most skeptical of them always say, "Now that
The giant GEM even has a huge supermarket million
8:15 tonight in Morris Dailey au- polio boosters; smallpox VaCeilliimakes sense
I’ve never been talked to this way about my
again, prim are unbelievably low. Almost a
to
hair."
farnily.members of th 16 GEM Stores from Rostondo a
ditorium for a two-night run.
tions and influenza immunizations
Only
Honolulu know that GEM savings melon they can
. VIP will end with Very Im- Head Nurse Mrs. Helen Smith reexcessive hairfall and
If WM7 have the signs of baldness
merchandise.
lot of living and still have top-quality
portant Promenade, the pushcart minded minors that they must
dandruff. itchiness, very dry or oily scalp, thinning or bald
And now YOU, as a student, are eligible for GEM saving,
yourself a real favor - come in and listen to us - spots -relays outdoor dance at 9 p.m. in present the written permission it
only
through membership (renewable yearly) that costs-body
FREE -- we will treat you as an intelligent human being.
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Construction Industry ’JFK Admits
Faced With Shutdown Price Action

Space Beacon
Fails To Orbit

Aroused Ire

velopments upstate with interest.
SAN FRANCISCO 1U Pits.arthern California’s construction! President Kennedy and Labor
tidustry faced the possibility of Secretary Arthur J. Goldberg have
WASIIINGTON I c ,
Presipilutoziaph
declined to be drawn into the
(’APE CANAVERAL, kla. 5411 d.I
, complete shutdown yesterday!
dent Kennedy has acknowledged
dispute, despite a plea from the
’UP
- - The United States at- Anna’s flashing beacon aetonsf
that
he
used
a
strong
Anglo-Saxon
aacause of deadlocked negotiations contractors.
empted to put a blinking beacon the baceround ot the stars to help
expletive in his anger over the
,etween contractors and four laAt press conferences in Washsatellite int.. an earth orbit Thurs- , pinpoint rIlItte precisely any spot
steel price increase. But he said
ington Wednesday, both men said
-lay but the scientific project .an earth.
wring groups.
he was applying it only to some
r.x.AuT DATA NEEDED
tailed when the carrier rocket’s
The Northern California C’on- the adminis(taction was for free- steel executives not all bu.sinessThe need iiii such exact data
second stage failed to fire.
druction Employers assn. offered dom of bargaining, but pointed men.
established by early: Vanguard
out that collective bargaining must
It was the fourth failure in
a new package proposal WednesAnd he added in his news conbe responsible.
throe days at the missile test cen- satellites, which indicated the
day to the 35,000-member LaborOATH of office as Deputy Attorney General of the United
ference explanation Wednesday:
ter here. Tuesday a new Atlas eiirth was more pear-shaped than
ers Union. but the offer was reCli.t
’S I D F: STEPP I NEP
States was taken recently by Nicholas Katzenbach (I1 He is
"But that Is past. Now we are
Centaur rocket exploded less than round. Other experin tents disjected as "completely urwealistic."
Bruce :,,IcEenrie, general man- working together, I hope." His
being sworn in by Associate Supreme Court Justice Byron R.
a minute after liftoff and Wednes- closed that various islands ager of the General Contructorg comment concerned a New York
White whom he succeeds. In the center is Attorney General
WALKED OFF
day the Army’s Pershing missile II1111.111g them Bermuda were set’Robert F. Kennedy.
Laborers have walked off $370 of northern California, charged Times story. It said the President,
blew up after launch and the crud liundrod feet from where
Navy’s Polaris failed to complete they were thought to he.
million worth of key construction that the administration was side- after being notified by U.S. Steel
I Board Chairman Roger Blough ot
The 17nitr d States has relined
a test flight.
jobs in 46 northern Californla! stepping the entire issue.
its knowledge of geography, vital
counties in the past 10 days, idis I However, he said that his or- I the proposed price boost told an
NO DIFFICULTIES
it mlsing about 12.000 workers. Their ganization was "delighted that the Iaide:
None of the dificulties reflected. in this age ca IcIsNls
administration has stopped assum- I "My father always told me that
contract expired May 1.
however. on the Atlas rocket ex- sileinen, must be able to pinpoint
ing a position of setting wages all businessmen were sons of
The contracts of three other anpected to put astronaut Scott Car- their tarots with deadly accuracy
, bitches, but I never believed it
carpenters. cement masons and prices."
penter into a three-orbit trip with its tratisit sateilites. Anna’s
Jay Johnson, president of the ’ until now."
and construction teamsters- -exaround the earth next week and blinking beacons were expected to
Northern
California
District CounKennedy said the quote attribthe manshot still is scheduled for help let nc that I.noss ledge even
pired at the same time. These
cil of Laborers, agreed. He said uted to him wasn’t quite accurate.
more.
WASHINGTON (UPI)- --Former Board by presidential appointment a week fitim today.
three unions have been observing
taborets’ picket lines, but have not the union was "gratified by . . . His father, the President said. . President Dwight D. Eisenhower ’ of its chairman."
The 79 -foot Thor-Able-Star
Goldberg’s
statement that the ad-, wouldn’t have applied the term to, expressed concern yesterday over
Eisenhower. tanned and looking booster rocket rumbled from
railed walkouts of their own.
Big Auto
Contractors have threatened to ministration is for ’freedom of , all businessmen "because he was growing concentration of federal fit after a long winter vacation launching pad today but the Ail
Insurance Savings Announced
collecting bargaining.’"
la businessman himself."
power and said the trend poses in California, planned morning and , Fotre announced that the rocket’,
close down the entire $3.5 billion
Women end ’Partied nine’.’
! Continuing , the President said! the "real threat to liberty in this afternoon meetings with the . second stage failed to fire.
71: VI less 113 dividend, or a net
industry, on grounds that a strike
3 PER CENT FRAMEWORK ’
lbesed oe current 17 {Alt
of
Ii party’s Capitol Hill leaders.
his father, Joseph P. Kennedy, i republic."
The three military services and
cant divIdendl Slacks mon under
against one is a strike against all,
A union spokesman said Vertnes75: $112 less $43 divadend, or a net
had
once
been
a
steel
executive
I
In
a
Capitol
Hill
news
confer.
the
civilian
space
agency
had
agreement
reached,
an
is
unless
of $301.
day’s offer by the contractors wasr
, himself and had applied the term 1 ence. the former president cited
SP3/70.000 Bodily In’ilary Llabrlity 55.000
planned to send the 155-pound satThe dispute mild spread toha package within the same 3
Poperty Damage and $$00 ModItel
Per!
to
steelmen
when
as
a
government
!five
current
increasproposals
for
California’s
$4
elate
Anna
into
a
600-mile-high
billion in- cent framework which was nut
Payments Ctn., covetapas at comsouthern
patoble savings. Payments can be
he
found
official
himself
dealing
-i
1
ing
He
presidential
powers,
said
:ercular orbit, but about 20 mindust**, where contracts have ex- I forth April 28," two days before:
made COCO %dee Of four times
with
a
1937
strike,
Yee, Call or write for full info,
the
objectives
underlying
many
es
.
ites
after
launch
the
Air Force
pired and union spokesmen haye I the laborers began picketing. At!
mat on to George N. Campbell.
"He
formed
an
opinion
which
he
Sla Maple Avenue, Sunnyvele,
of them are noncontrosrrsial hut
said the geodetic satellite "has
they are watching de- that time, the laborers rejected!
REstent 54741 Iday & mite/.
imparted
to
me,
and
which
I:
- --tailed logo into orbit."
,n offer of a 30-cent hourly ".34-7e found appropriate that evening,’1j, disputed the need for more presiKARLSRUHE, Germany ttPD ! Scientists from all over the
norease over a three-year period., the President remarked with a dential power.
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
believe the problem of th, --American businessman Harold
The union has proposed instead ! smile. "But he confined it and I ,, I:idency
CLEANING & DYEING
is rarely an Made- Noah Borger was convicted yes: 60-cent hike for the same pen- would confine it. Obviously these! ’
For Quick Dependable
Service Come to
i, plus a demand for increased generalizations as repeated are in- o’ uacy of power. Ordinarily the ter(lay of attempting to spy to:
problem i s to use the aWea d y Communist East Germany and
H-alth and welfare benefits and a accurate. unfair."
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
’ enormous power of the presidency sentenced to two and one-half
.eration and pension plan, which
43 E. Santa Clara
Kennedy said "the businessman,
and wise- years in prison.
’no members do not presently land the business system has been judiciously,temperately
.
.
I
iy, Eisenhower said.
42, who was born in
I.. ..eBorger,
arf’’,"TP.e. Many
(Author
Wae a 7’esti-ayi
, very generous" to his father but
-..
Eisenhower met the press in the I New York city but lived for set Laves sf Dobie Gitlin", etc.)
i when he was told of the proposed
Is3HA
R
first
eral
years
in
Europe,
was
the
steel increase "I thought that his l Senate Caucus Room after confer- ,
OP
. ing with Republican Senate and ’ American sentenced for espionage
view had merit."
r House
H
leaders. He said the dis- , hY a West. German court. Ile wa,
I IOLLY W 0(11) i UPI i - P e t e r
ALL HAIRCUTS
CRAM COURSE NO. : BATHYMETRY
I missions "ranged the spectrum of ! tried by the Supreme Court here
: siwford’s Shrielaw Productions
, governmental concerns --from for- , which handles major espionage
es purchased screen rights to
Continuing our series of pm-final exatn trim eairee.. n slay we
eign affairs to pressing problems CAM’S.
lake up bathymetry-the study of ocean depths.
’,tin Steel’s novel "The Kingdom
The former Air Force major
Pure at home."
Admittedly, this is not a terribly popular COMM. 311 ne:et
Johnny Kool."
had pleaded not guilty to the
campuses. And small wonder. In the whole world then, only
l’he picture deals with a young
Open 9.7 Mon -Sat., Sun. 9-4
ATTACKS HEAVY SPENDING charges. He said he came to Gerbathyscape, and only two people can get into it.
,ngster in Italy who is taken
of great imporNevertheless, the study of ocean depths
the field of domestic affairs. many to buy television cable for:
68 E. San Fernando s. America by an American hood- WASHINGTON (UPI) The IIn
tance. Why, do you realize that the ocean is by l’ar the world’s
iii and made into a master of I louse Space committee Wednes- , he specifically listed what he 1 an American firm and went to,
te Block from Campus toward Town)
largest biological environment? The ocean has more than li
day trimmed $116 million--about called strenuous efforts by the Communist East Germany on busi..:re
litHen as much living room as all the continent, and
3 per cent ..fromPresident Ken- 1Kennedy administration to "in- ness.
islands combined! Unfortunately, only fishes live in it.
But the court found him
nedy’s space program which is, crease greatly the power of the
And small wonder. Who’d want to live some place where he
of
aimed at landing an American on I executive branch" and the admit- of having served as an a..,
Illy
couldn’t smoke? Surely not I! I wouldn’t give
istration’s "insistence upon in- the East German military
the moon before 1970.
NilirlbOrU Cigarettes for the Atlantic and the Paeitic put toThe cat, if upheld by Congress, creasingly heavy spending on all , gent from February, 1960
gether. Nothing could induce tile to neva. Marilsei’s tine
would reduce the spending plans fronts."
mellow flavor, Marlboro’s clean %J IM, filter, Marlboro’, rlipdon
of the National Aeronautics and
His opening statement. however,
box that really flips, Marlliones soft Niel: that.- redly eel.
from
Space Administration
rough- dealt largely with the question of
Let others repair to the spacious deeps. Me, I will st.i.k with
ly $3.7 billion to about $36 billion concentration of power in the fed.
my Marilone and the tiny garret 1 sh.in with a tympaoist.
during the fiscal Year starling real government. He said:
But I digress. Back to the oceans. The largest, a, we know,
July I.
is the Pacific!, which was discovered by Ballma, a Spaniard of
"It has long been my judgment
1.11,
LIVERAlu,1.1.
Special Steak and Eggs
Committee Chairman George P.
first
great vision. To give you an idea of halbea’s
that the real threat to liberty i
MIller(D-Calif.) said most of the this republic will come not fromn fornia water plan, aimed at con saw the Pori& while standing on a peak ira Darien, which is
billions
serving
and
selling
of
eel
Toast,
Potatoes,
with
,sits involved programs so far in
in Conneeticut.
any sudden, calculated assault.
the future that NASA officials rather, the threat to our liberties ’ Ions now wasted in the sea. Thurs
Even more astounding, when Balboa reaehed :31-1 Francisco,
first
delivery.
,
day
math.
its
Coffee
Butter, Jelly, and
he clearly saw the Hawaiian Islands! Being, :is we know, a
eould not "make a good story why will be primarily found in a steady
I Upon a signal front Gov. F4friendly cuss, Balboa waved merrily to the IlaWdiialld and
they needed the money at this
of self-reliant citizenship,
shouted, "Great little ocean sou got here. kids!" The If:le:an:me.
. .
t i me."
concenteaand
in
excessive
power
also,
as we know, friendly cusses, waved loek deelared a half
trickle began flowing through one I
Angelo also serves qualify
He told newsmen that none of
Bon, resulting from the lodging
holiday, organized a luau, built a cheery tire over whieh they
branch of an aqueduct system that
the cuts would "retard the namore and more decisions in an
prepared several gallons of poi, a suckling Tau,.
Ham, Bacon, and Sausage
will
tion’s explorers to the moon durever-growing federal bureauracy."
eventuallY carry surPius
Cook. This, of count., was the origin of Ceokine
northern California water 550
ing the present decade."
, miles to the arid south.
Miller, in explaining the reducCITES FIVE PROPOSALS
tions, said NASA had in some
Brown called the delivery "a
The five Kennedy administration
stays acted like a young married
proposals cited by Eisenhower tnilestone in California history ’
woman with her first baby.
were the administration’s request ; Yesterday’s trickle began floe
"When a girl is only two months
through 12 miles of the South Bay
pregnant, you don’s have to start
1. "Authority for the President I Aqueduct, a branch front the main
buying baby clothes." he said.
to modify income taxes whenever stream designed to serve Alanws’
The major reduction came in a
, Contra Costa and Santa Cla.
he should so decide;
S359 million NASA request to en2.
"Authority
for
the
President
counties’
large the Atlantic missile range.
When fully completed in 1966.
wherever and when72 E. SANTA CLARA
The committee slashed about $63.6 to finance,
emer- . the South Bay Aqueduct will be
million from this program which ever he pleases, large-scale
gencs public works by diversion 40 miles long and haee an annual
ERAL’S 31 SO THIRD
is designed to make Cape Canav.
FREE PARKING AL’S &
capacity of 210,000 acre-feet. Deerat, Fla., the nation’s moonport. of funds dedicated to other raw- liveries next month will total
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poses by the Congress:
------and
will
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acre-feet.
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all
"Authority
to
regiment
3.
But I dignss. The Pacific, I MY, IS Olt’ larcest neein mil :duo
agriculture, more sweeping and made to two Alameda county
the deepest,. The Nlinflittnio Trench, oft the Philippine-. measures
repressive than any authority ever water agencies.
more than 5,000 fathoms in depth. (It should Ile pointed mit
before sought over any segment
’RAFT STORY’
here that ocean depths are IT11.11SIIIVII itt fathoms -lengths of
of the nation’s economy;
six feet --after Sir Walter Fathom, a noted British sea meaeurer
HOLLYWOOD ’UPI) -- Ray
4. "Authority for the federal tri.
of the seventeenth century who, upon his twenty-first birtliday,
reaucracy to take over a whole Taunton. who stars in Allied Artowas given a string six feet long a it h which lie used to go
host of state and local responsibili- tMts’ "The George Raft Story,"
scampering rill over England measuring Si’, sitter ci itil he was
ties, notably including the pro- was born in New York City in
arrested for loitering. A passion for measuring seems to ha vi.
posal for a Department of Urban 1931 just at the time the Manhatrun in the family; Fathrum’s cousin, Sir Sc! Furlong, spent all
tan-horn Raft was in Hollywood
Affairs;
hi waking hours meneuting ram, tracks until t ’harks II lind
5. "Authority to dilute the hide- acting in "Scarface," the !novae
hint beheaded in honer of the opening of the lAila 1. Selasul of
twndenae of the Federal Reserve whieh made him a star.
l’atononsice.)
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Ths landlocked makers of Marlboro wish you smooth nailing through your tuna) exam., and smooth a
I.
- it
Worthen-0, ot sumac flat v )(,’l sill led back u le a Slae tutu u
lately?

till-
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Tucker, Burleson May Duel in Fresno Mile
..r .

Go!f eirs T.oppBriti.sh
Vie
Stanford Tomorrow

I

S n ortsto Turns Krikorian
T
Wins Again
o Pitching; Wins In Net Play

San Jose State’s go’:
winds up its season tont.,
when it travels to Stanford
checked in nit ii hint and the
Ry JOHN HENRI’
versity to take on the Indian
Guibor. a shortstop ’aimed manager didn’t %sant seonts to
divotmen. Match time is 12 noon
The locals delivered a 19’s -7’s pitcher, didn’t start hurling until contact his pEo ers without his
victory yesterdaj against the 1.7ni- Ihis senior year at Manteca high knowing.
versity of British Columbia at the ;school. Since then he has become
L;tubor hasn’t seen the scout
I one of the top hurlers on the San again and he hasn’t heard from
San Jose country club.
Tom Barber. son of PGA cham- ; Jose State staff.
him.
pion Jerry Barber. was the medal- : Guibor. 20-year-old journalism
If his big league aspirations
ist for the day in the win, shoot- I major, came to San Jose State don’t work out, Guibor will have
ing a 73 against UBC.
this year from Modesto junior colJack Goetz shot a 74. Gene Mi- lege where he had compiled a 2-1
randa shot a 75. Harlan Krantz I record his first year and then
slammed a 76. and Steve Brown I was 6-3 in the second.
and Grant Hortibeak came home
Not overly hispretialve if you
with 77s.
look at his won -lost record, 5-8.
Should the Spartans win their
Gulbor’s record doesn’t show all
match tomorross. they will end
the one-run losses that he
record.
16-3-1
season
with
a
the
pitched.
chamwith a WCAC tournament
Just as any ballplayer’s dream
ivonshin to boc,t.
of making the grade in professional ball, Guibor hopes that after
school he will be able to sign a
pro contract.
His first contact with a scout
turned out to be an unusual occurrence. Pitching for Modesto
junior college last year he had a
no-hitter going into the fourth
TEMPORARY ccE
inning.
.:013S

Western
girl inc.
to

day

week

As he returned to the bench
his teammates told Outlaw that
someone wanted to talk to him.
A major league scout was leaning over the dugout trying to
catch his attention.

- month)

12 South First St . Suite 011

JERRY GUIBOR
pitching whiz
.

Advancing to the quarter-finals
, of the California State Tennis
Spartan
tennis
championships.
coach Butch Krikorian defeated
Joe Woolfson Wednesday 6-2, 6-4
at the California country club in
San Francisco.
Gordon Stroud and Russ
Wright, the San ’lose State
ed into
doubles hopes. also
the quarter-finals by winning
Tuesday. Th.’ faced Bill Helmer
and (lent- Ward late yesterday
afternoon in an attempt to reach
the semis. Kirkorian mixed it up
with Jim McManus from (’al.
Ex-Spartan Whitney Reed, the
No. 1 seeded player in the tournament. took advantage of less windy
’conditions and eliminated Elston
Wyatt, a naval commander from
Miramar. 6-3, 8-6.
-The Hummer", who is at pmtint the top rated amateur tennis
man in the nation, used his soft
stuff to perfection in the win, doing a little practice work in the
lengthy second set.
Reed’s famous drop shots and
lobs were working brilliantly. He
even threw in a brand new shot
viaist high jab with his
racquet flush against his stomach. It fell In and all Wyatt
could do was stand there in
iunazement.
Reed played Reed Witt yesterday
in his bid for the semis.
Other Wednesday singles results:
Bob Siska defeated Henry Kamakan.a 6-4, 8-6; Cliff Mayne defeated
Bob Siska 6-3. 4-6, 6-3: Jim McManus defeated Bill Taylor 6-1,
6-1; Jim McManus defeated Gary
Rase 7-9, 12-10, 6-4; Bill Hepner
defeated Tom Blown 9-7, 4-6, 6-2;
Tom Ectlefson defeated Larry Axtell 6-0, 6-4; and Gene Ward defeated Don Jacobus 6-2, 8-10, 6-3.

his journalism degree to fall back
on.
POSITIVELY THE
He is currently emphasizing reGuibor talked to the scout and porting and editing and looking
received a business card and a forward to a career as a reporter.
form to fill in.
Ciulbor thinks that San Jose
Because he didn’t want to lose
State will have one of Its best
the papers, Guibor gave them to
teams next year because only
his manager to keep until the
IN TOWN
tuts of this year’s squad are
game was over. The manager took
graduating.
one look and threw the papers to
He hopes that he will he able
the
scout
had
and
ground
the
SAHARA OIL CO.
to improve his 5-8 record. He
thrown out of the ballpark.
Second and William
hadn’t showed real promise earlier in the
It Weans the scout
season against Sacramento state.
Winning the game 12-3. he at nick
040440’.0.0.vm-Aoterrn’Alei".,~444":06*".XWAA’’’’’S
s’ out seven men in the game, walked
0 only one and gave up three hits.
The outlook wasn’t always as
$ bright. In a game with San FranOtte 13a9 cereice
cisco state he struck out six men
:
0 and gave um only six hits hut lost
Jw caters & Lashinere Coats
; the game 3-1 demite the fact that
1.)to r nipeciaitS
his teammates got seven hits. They
0 Also rhade two errors behind him.
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD
0
In a glum. against the Univers
The freshman golf team winds
sity of the Pacific he struck out
lag EAST SANTA CLARA
a’s seven nwn, walked only one and up a very successful intercollegigave up Ms hits hut lost the ate golf season today and tomorrow, as they face the College of
game 4-3.
San Mateo
ehand
T.the
hStanford
serf
In his second outing against the
locals meet the former foe
Tigers he struck out 10 men and
at the Peninsula country club at
gave up only two walks. He lost
1 p.m. today, and the Stanford
the game in the tenth inning 6-3.
club on the enemy’s ground.
One
of
the
highlights
of
his
record
top
In one fabulous album -the nation’s
Led by John Brugger, Harry
season was the one inning he
9C*
in?. stars at their snging and swinging best’
Taylor and Don Calandri the frosh
pitched
against
a
Fort
Lewis,
GLEN GRAY
THE FOUR
THE
VIC TENNESSEE FFIllSHMEN
have beaten every team they have
JONAH 10hES
Wash, team that was comprised
BROTHERS
ERNIE FORD
faced except one. They dropped
CASTRO OAMONE
of professional ballplayers.
one tilt to the Menlo junior colIn that inning he faced seven lege duffers. and reversed the demen, giving tip tun runs and -is:ion on the San Jose country
1101/4
Ian hlts In a game that the club golf course Monday in a tri111411111,
TWO
spartants lost 19-1.
iNfil EN
angular meet with Menlo and
Fat THE
O’CLOCK
JUMP
rtIANTMENT ROBERT tITT CANDY
With two men on base and two ; Monterey Peninsula college.
out Guibor struck out George
The Spartans have beaten Mon’HE
STAN
NANCY
Tilt THE AM
Thomas, one of the Los Angeles
Angel.- terey twice, Cal’s fresh twice,
WILSON
KENTON riNfrOA fw; PEGGY LEE LETTERMEN
outfielders who is now in the army. Foothill college. Cabrillo junior
PREPS
He also got Chicago White Sox college, Cubherly high school, San
outfielder Jim McAnany
fly Jose city college and Menlo.
;Alttali
to center and Houston Colt .43
According to freshman coach
GUESS
WHO
HUE
second baseman George Williams Jerry Vroom, Brugger has a good
T4i LOOt
w" MOON
I SAW
’-TL
El ’HE
grounded out to first base.
chance of cracking the varsity
TODAY
RIVER
TONIGHT ROMPS GONE
The two hits were given up to line-up next year, although comDon Williams. a shortstop in the petition on the oldsters’ team will
Los Angeles I.stdgers chain. and ’ be rough. Snigger has shot in the
(oven
times this year.
60’s

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

"WORK OF ART"

Freshman Golfers
End Year Against
Indian Freshmen

ART CLEANERS

WHO’S NEWS!

Fish back Faces

Story in 5000
RAt.LAND
By IRS
San Jose State’s Ben Tucker
inay get the competition that’s
been missing in his weekly ascults at the four-minute mile in
’ tomorrow’s West Coast Relays at
Fresno’s Ratcliffe stadium.
He may be going against the
king of them all, American mile
record holder Dyrol Burleson. Oregon Coach Bill Bowerman announced the entry of Burleson in
the open mile Wednesday.
Bowerman emphasized Runeson’s entry in the mile was
strictly tentative. "It depends
on towk conditions, weather
and how Burley feels after the
four-tulle relay." Ise pointed out.
Burleson and Duck teammates
Archie San Romani jr., Vie Reeve
and Keith Forman will make an
all-out asault on tne world fourmile relay record at noon. They
will corn. back during the evening
in an attempt to break the world’s
record in the distance medley
relay.
If the Oregon star is able to go
in the open mile. West Coast Relays fans will be in for a real
treat. Burleson’s American record
is 3:57.4, while Tucker was
clocked in 4:03.6 earlier this season
in beating Kansas’ Bill Dotson.
Track coaches Bud Winter
and Dean Miller have entered
is strong team of 30 athletes
which will represent 5,15 in
nearly every event. Only Stanford’s total of 33 athletes exceeds the Spartan entry.
Lloyd Murad is slated to go for
San Jose in the open 100-yard
dash. He will be competing
against such top talent as Oregon’s Harry Jerome and ex-Duck
Roscoe Cook,
San Jose will enter three runners in the 5000 meters: Jeff Fish back, Horace Whitehead and
Danny Murphy. Dale Story,
NCAA cross-country champion
from Oregon state, will be the
favorite in that one.
tIS will enter teams in all
relay events except the fourmile relay. Going for the Spartans in the distance medley will
be Willie Williams (4401, Jose
Azevedo (Min), Ron Davis
(1320) and Tucker Emile).
Williams will team with Bruce

Pete Petrionovich
McCullough,
and Lynn Peterson in the mile
relay; Petrinovich will join Bart
Fenolio, Jim Flemons and Tom
Webb in the 880 relay, and the
latter three will team with Dennis
Johnson in the 440 relay.
An SJS freshman mile relay
team of Murat!, Dwight Middleton,
Larry Le Fall and Mike Gibeau
will also be entered. Middleton
will also compete in the open 440,
while Gibeau may go in the mile.
Other Spartans competing are
Tom Harrison and Bob Taylor.
high hurdles: Bruce Turnbull and
Ken Bowen, pole vault; Roberts,
Pete Dtinna, Les Bond, broad
iump: Vance Barnes and Lynn
Gold, high jump; Roberts, Minna.
Henry Lawson and Taylor in the
hop-step-jump; Harry Edwards,
discus and 3.1cCullough, 400-meter
hurdles.

How come such a fantastic bargain? Simple. It’s a nefarious
scheme on our part. Once your hear one number from each of
these exciting new albums, you’ll want to get them all! While
you’re at your record dealer grabbing this bargain, tantalize

19Z=s
No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smack’n
Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of 4th and
St. James you’ll find a place that serves Mexican food that
tops any you’ll find
even in Mexico. The place? That’s right,

TIMEThe Lettermen ... STARS IN OUR EYESThe Ralf Freshmen ...1.thiririt A slant WITH ttt OAMONs.

tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
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Fine Dinners at
Low Prices

Bp t

Chicken
$1.25

Dinner
Special Steak

$1.10

Dinner

$1.49

Top Sirloin Dinner

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
So. 211,1 11-..tI

You can’t tell suntan

from instant tan
by new
TANSATION
jtk PLUS

NEVER HAD IT

yourself with these gems: NANCY WILSON/CANNONBALL
ADDERLY ... CLOSE -tip --The Kingston Trio . . . ONCE UPON

But don’t just sit there. Rush out and get ’Who’s News!"
at that 990 price! After all, how can you go wrong for a
lousy 990?

Four
feat
Tele’

MEXICO
SO GOOD

Swingers, The Brothers Castro.

This is the first year that an
intercollegiate championship has
been held in judo. Coach Yosh
Uchida is working hard to bring
the championship to San Joie State
next year.

the 01!.

Come and

x 9c A DANCE
for 9e each! Each is the biggest hit from 11 great albums by
these tremendous stars. Including the sensational new Latin

The event will have six weight
divisions with the top five men in
each division collecting points that
are added together for the tearn
title.

SJS Fencing
Meet Slated
Tomorrow

h frfl

Here’s the si.ildest bargain since the purchase of Alaska... I
smash selections by the biggest names in the business.. ,and
all for a mere 99e! It’s your chance to pick up 11 hit numbers

An eleven man judo team leases
San Jose State today to represent
the Spartans at the Intercollegiate
Judo championships at the Air
Force Academy, Colorado Springs,
Colo., tomorrow and Sunday.

Leading the Spartans will le.
Sanford Alcorn, unlimited division:
Larry Stufloten and Gary Newquint, 195; Dave Sawyer and Greg
Weaver, 180s; Warren Himuni
Dexter O’Day and Al Felice one
two of these men will go in the
165 division); Lee Parr anti Rich
Gibson, 150s; and Les Nisamura or
Dave Uchida in the 135s.
San Jose’s strong team will be
The Intercollegiate-Interscholastic Fencing assn. tournament will one of the favorites in the meet.
be held in the men’s gymnasium
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The tournament will find teams
from San Francisco state, City College of San Francisco, College of
San Mateo, Humboldt state. Stanford, California. Napa junior college and Valley junior college competing.
The co-ed SJS team will be represented by Regina McGuiness,
Judy Saltzman, Joanne Katanic,
Rich Petersen and Tim Boyd.
Recently the girls’ team participated in the Women’s Collegiate
Fencing assn. competition at the
How About Breakfast and
University of California. placin:
Bowling Sunday Morning,
sixth nut of the 11 teams present
This will be the first competition
PALM BOWL
for the novice men’s team.
1523 W. San Carlos
Admission to the event is free to
CY 4-2810
the public.

Decidedly? Look
At Inver Goyo!
SAN

(UPI) While De
cidedly was racing to victory
the Kentucky Derby at Louisvill,
Saturday, a pair of long-shots wei,
turning in a pretty good perform
ance at Tanforan.
Inver Hawk and Jean Goy
teamed up in the first two race for a $2253.20 daily double. Inc,
Hawk won the first race to pa $.142.40, and Jean Cosy took II
second at $59.40.
-

Judoists Compete
In Colorado Meet
For Co!lege Title

So

if’s Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.

The ten by the clock that looks like the ten by the sun.
The new "timer" formula makes a Tansation Plus
tan appear gradually, evenlythe way a manmade tan appears. Overnight, this creamy -white
lotion gives you the naturallooking tan you want.
Use Tansation Plus in the sun, too. Ita sunscreen protests you from uunh,irn. It luxurious body -lotion
base keeps your skin moisturized and smooth.

4th and St. James

PUS

925
70/ Plastic Tuba
4.0t Plastic Weer. SO"
PLUS MI TAX

METRIC PHARMACY
3th & Santa

Tico’s Tacos

So easy to aloPlY
with Our OX,IUSIVIP
"Smoothie sponge applicator.
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Studney Looks Ahead
To ’64 Olympic Games
By t’AlltOL SWENSIEN
I’m not ready for
"Right now I’
the Olympic Gainesbut by 1964 I
hope to be of good enough caliber
to be a member of the O. S. Olympic team," stated Dan Sttulney, 6
foot 3 Inch, 200 pound varsity track

Four SJS Coeds
Featured in KNTV
Television Series
"formula lot Fitness,- a 6:45
am. television series, will highlight four SJS coeds in a Monday
morning telecast on KNTV, channel 7.
The women, members of a body
mechanics class taught by Miss
Margaretta Fristoe, associate professor of physical education, are
juniors majming in the area.
They are Linda Jensen, Sue
Tucker, LaVern Wicoski and Carol
Sue Burns, narrator.
Coordinator of the set-k’s Is the
Calfiornia Assn. of Health Physical
Education and Recreation of which
Mrs. Mary Gilbert, insttuctor in
physical education, is heal chairman.

i-tur who spheializes in the jaseliti.
Studney, a junior, has been at
member of the SJS track team for
three years. He is majoring In physical education and hopes to get
his credential so that he can coach
in high school or college.
In his first year of high school
In Hiliskle, New Jersey, he Went
out for the track tem
a but "did
not know o Mit a as going to do
unlit I picked up the shot put and
Javelin." Be also competed In the
high Jump and threw the diacuii.
Besides setting four recoads that
have yet to be beaten, Studney
was voted the outstanding athlete
in the history of his high school.
Because of his performance, he
was contacted by many colleges
for scholarships. When San Jose
State called, he decided they had
one of the best teams and accepted
their athletic scholarship.
As a freshman Studney participated in both football and track.
However, after a highly successful
1960 track season which saw him
establish new frosh school records
of 225 feet 1 inch in the javelin
and 153 feet 10,p inches in the
discus, Dan turned his full attention to the spring sport.
Last year, in his initial season
of varsity track, Studney broke
the exiating school discus and
javelin marks, Hit4 new records
were 174-4 (discus) and 244-4
(javelin).
Studney has had to watch his
discus mark being renttived from
the record books this season. Exnational junior college record holder Harty Edwards. a mammoth
6 foot 8 inch sophomore sensation,
got off a 178-3 toss in the April 21
Fresno state meet.
Studney’s heriocs with the javelin, however, should remain the
best in Spartan history for years
to come. Dan fired the spear 247-1/2
April 28 in the Mt. San Antonio
Relays javelin competition to better his awn school mark.
The )4164 spiker is looking forward to the National t’ollegiate
Athletic Asim. Championships
slated for June 16 in Eugene,
Ore., and the National AAV meet
at Walnut, Calif., June 23.
Studney placed sixth in the 1961
NCAA meet in the javelin with a
lass of 229-1,..P. He is currently
third best javelin toss of the year
in the nation among collegians and
fifth over-all.

2saity

sports
SCHOOL RECORD HOLDER Don Studney has
the fifth best javelin throw in the country this
year at 247-1/2. The toss was the third best by
a collegian this year. Studney held the school

discus record until Harry Edwards threw 178-3
to eclipse the former mark of 174-4 Studney
set last year.

ntramura s Irack Meet
Scheduled for Sunday

Old World Charm in Dining
Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

05

men recommend it

of Theta Chi in lane three; Ron 1
Caselli of PiKA in the fourth lane; I
Don Heistrup of Sigma Nu in lane I
five and Paul Sacks of Phi Sig
in lane six.
In the second heat of the
sprint, lane too will be filled by
Rich Wetherell of Delta Sig,
lane three will go to Toni Volz
of Theta Chi, lane four to Mike
Dais of Phi Sig; and lane five
to Terry Bell of Delta Sig; and
Lane six to Roger Pierce of
P1KA.
The independents to enter the
75 are George Clause and Steve
Andrews of OTA, George Mace
and John Rutherford of Allen
Haulers, Don Martin and Gary
Dixon of Markham hall and Mel
Cassal, unattached.
The 70 high hurdles will also
have two heats for fraternity competitors. In the first of these, Bob
Gurley of Phi Sigma Kappa will
take lane two, Marty Wool of
Sigma No will go in lane three,
George Buck of PiKA will be in
lane four, Bob Prater of Delta
Sig will take lane five and Steve
Decoite of Theta Chi will run in
lane six.
Independent entrants in this
event are Rod Carpels and Rod
Anabal of ()TA and Lowell
Muscly and Gary Wexler of Alk4i Haulers.
The 660 -yard run has last year’s
winner Dick McMillan and Ralph
Haun going for Phi Sig, Tom
Graham and Mike Rock for PiKA,
Solomon and Moore for Delta Sig,
Bob Booth and Ben Bycel for
Theta Chi and Jere Wallace for
Sigma Nu.
IndependentS running are Ben
Luman and Steve Andrews, Omega
Tau Alpha; Bob Keller and Larry
Rivers. Allen Haulers; Jim Carr,
Markham hall; and George Yamamoto. unattached.
The 1841-yard dash lineup will
have two heats. Jirn Cols in of
DSP will take lane tart Graham
of PIRA will be in lane three.
Rich Welch of Phi Sig a lii run
in lane four, Ileistrup of Sigma
Nu will have lane five, and

IBM

Vitus,- Feeney, Theta Chi will go
In lane six.
In the second heat, Ron Caselli
of PiKA. Brigham of DSP, Volz
of Theta Chi, Tom Fisher of Phi
Sig, and Wetherell of Sigma Nu
will take lanes two through six,
respectively.
Steve HaVIA, Catlett, Rich
Welch, Dusts, Bob Lacey, McMillan, Soak.’, and Gene Zinunermann have entered the 1460-yard
relay for Phi Sigs.
For PiKA, it will be Solari,
Rock, Buck, Bruce, Ca s el 1
Graham, Ken Crowther and Bob
Schenone.
Delta Sig has entered Colvin,
Bell, McAweeney. Moore, John
Ehrlich, Prater, Don Car roll,
and Brigham.
Vince Feeney, Booth, Jeff Allen,
Al Latour. Bill Goldsborough, Giachetti, Dyckman and Volz are entered for Theta Chi.
Sigma Nu ssill go with Helstrop, Wallace, Jack Peterson.
Ken Alton, Dave Rave, Len
Fryer, Dick Clarke, and Weth-

1170 North 4th Street
San Jose
Where qual:ty and service mean economy

Under New Management

SPECIAL OPENING
OFFER
20% OFF
(This Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Only I

Contact

"THE PLACE TO MEET
AFTER PUSHCARTS"
Refreshments on tap
Real

International Business
Machines Corporation
Monterey
A eau&

Italian style pizza

Plocnrnont Office

or contact
Miss L. Longhorn of IBM
CY I-2950 (0. D52

5 t-t iJ c. ir 0 NJ

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT YOUR

LUCKY 7 SERVICE STATION

CARLO’S PIZZ4

MAY 14

a ()pier

per gal.

with Student Body Card!

O’EA and Markham have five of I
their eight men on the roster. They
are Clause, Randall, Ascani, Andrews, and Pete Mannerino for
OTA. and Martin, B. J. Wilson,
Lanctot, Carr and Dixon for
:Slat kharn

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

3’

SECRETARIES

company Imo benefits.

,/,/

Lucky 7
Student Exeunt

Price of Any Pizza if you bring in this ad

You stauld tn. 60 wowIPA
electric ty pewriter and take dictation
from 90.100
Advancement baerf on merit. Lihn,’

,

Elementary School
_ P.E. Specialization
Discussed M

SAN JOSE

If you are seeking diversity, more
challenging work, greater rwsponsibili
ty, and friendly associates, we have
per an-n’openings ava;lable in our
development laboratory which will in.
terest you.

)

atide Markham also %vas caught ,
ssith a man in the game who was
not on the roster,
Thew Dralt likAlgers’ Art Rut:
pitched tvso brilliant games, One
no-hitter and one a two-hitt,r.
Trie Lodgers ran over AROTC 17Tau Alti:J
and 7-0 over Omegah
a in-, even hunkered against the
,Itcrre.
Other results: Police School
..er Sinfonia 10-1, Sinfonia caer
Iteavers 5-1 (disqualified), Sheiks
over Newman Knights 12-6.
ondaySheiks over Markham 6-0, Omega
, Tau Alpha over Allen Models,
"Roles of Specialists in
Education in the’ Elementary 6-5: Moulder over Markham 15-7:
oser
Schools," will be discu.ssed at a I ind Lambda Delta Sigma
special meeting Monday at 2:30 Newman Knights, 14-1.
Play in the intramurals-il,,uhles
p.m. in the men’s gym.
The meeting, according to DI’. nor(’ sot ley ball tournanwnt conJessica Nixon. chairman of the tinued hist night at 6:30 p.m. The
elementary
physical
education finals will be scheduled by the
minor program, will feature three winner in the winner’s bracket
specialists, "who are coming to tell and the winner in the losers
what their work is and what prep- , bracket.
George Rubine and Sharon Priearation is needed for it."
Guest speakers are Miss Frede- kett and John Moore and Sharon
ricka Moore, consultant in physical Goodman were left in the winner’s
- di*
education and (’Cereal 00. Santa tiraettet
Clara county schools office, Mr
Aldo Nelson, consultant in physn
le -Speed BICYCLES
education, Oakland public ,elii
board of education, an
Schwinn
Charles Allread, master
trlelyett
$69.95
Campbell unified school district.
Raleigh
Complete
All men and women majoring or
Taurus
Service Jts
mintring in physical education or
All Model:
r-ejus
elemental), education are invited,
PAUL’S CYCLES
said Professor Nixon. Staff mem1435 The Alameda
CY 34766
bers are also welcome.

Doubleheaders highlighted t he
independent league’s softball action Wednesday. with disqualifications returning to haunt the intramurals program.
Sinfonia forfeited its two games
ride
Ix (’1,1,( 01 the ineitritile

,k2.uu
oz-zi,;,va,u2,..v4A4vAki.

Cool, clean Old Spice Alter Shove lotion always
gets you off to a fast, smooth start. Feels just as
good between shaves as it does alter shaving
Rates A -OK with dates I 25 and 2.00 plus tax.
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Softball Action Topped
With Disqualifications

Eight organizations and several
unattached participants begin preliminary trials for the intramural
Jose State.s
track and field meet Sunday morning at 9:30.
Traditiorud
Finals for the events will start
Barber Shop
at 1 p.m.
Five groups are entered under
fraternity Listing and three under independent iota-gory. The
fraternities will e pets, for
IF(’ trophies tie paratvly and
best times and marks will determine who gets the all -college
awards.
Phi Sigma Kappa, Theta Chi,
Sigma Nu, Delta Sigma Phi and
Pi Kappa Alpha have entered the
fraternity race, while Omega Tau
a most distinctive haircut
Alpha, Allen Haulers and Markham Hall have entered under independent status.
In the 1320, Stillson Judah and
Jim Owens will go for the Phi
52 South 4th Street
Sigs; John Kowskie and Gary
Gerlach for PiKA; Dave Solomon
CY 3-9947
and Mike Moore for Delta Sig;
Free Parking in Front
Randy Barrick and Barney Deasy
for Theta Chi and Jere Wallace
(Or Sigma titi.
Independent entrants in the
1320 are Earl Jones and J04.
Hunter for OTA; Bob Keller
and Bob MeEwen for Allen
Haulers and Noel Lanctot and
America’s Most Beautiful Ho/bran
Jim Carr for Markham. George
Yamamoto and Mike Kuhn have
entered unattached.
The 352 yard run finds Dick
Catlett and Tom Shanley running
SUNDAY
for Phi Sig; Mike Rock and John
through
Die Rhinelander
Bruce going for PiKA; John BrigTHURSDAY
ham and Pat McAweeney out for
Band
Wilda
Delta Sig; Al Latour and Ed
Baughn
Fri. & Sat. Nites Giachetti trotting for Theta Chi;
and Len Fryer and Dave Raye on
Her Piano
the track for Sigma Nu.
For the fraternities the 75-yard
garden e1,,idoltrou
clash features two heats, with Jim
CY 7-2002
Colvin of Delta Sig in lane two
51 So. Market
otovr upo- in the first heat: Terry Dyckman
w wow v(
1 WO\w iNorv ’11,( w’o

Jimmie’s

SPARTAN DAILI

Friday. May 11,
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Cottle

San Jose

opoortumtv employer

CA-IRLOIS’ PIZZ
Delivery
Service

CY 2-8119

862 N. 13TH
(Fri.

Sat. 4-2

Sun

Thu’,6

Jim and Bob
at Your
Service

--Si’ Sill 1’s Ii til

Friday, Mas 11, 1962

Tucker, Burleson May Duel in Fresno Mile
Fish back Faces

cLortstop Turns Krikorian
Wins Again StorY in 5000
gi To Pitching wins In Net Play

Golfers Top British
Co!urnbia: Vie With
_Stanford Tomorrow

winds lip its season tones:roe
when it travels to Stanford university to take on the Indian
divotmen. Match time is 12 noon
The locels delivered a 1912-71s
victory yesterday against the Umversity of British Columbia at the
San Jose country club,
Tom Barber, son of PGA champion Jerry Barber, was the medalist for the day in the win, shooting a 73 against UBC.
Jack Goetz shot a 74. Gene Miranda shot a 75. Harlan Krantz
slammed a 76. and Steve Brown
and Grant Hornheak came home
with 77s.
Should the Spartans win their
match tomorrow. they will end
the season with a 16-3-1 record.
with a WCAC tourrament championship to hoot.

checked in eith him slid the
manager didn’t went e(vnite to,
contact his players without his , Advancing to the quarter-finals
lof the California State Tennis
knowing,
tennis
championships.
Spartan
Gillian. hasn’t seen the scout
from coach Butch Krikorian defeated
again and he hasn’t heard
I Joe Woolfson Wednesday 6-2. 6-4
him.
at the California country club in
If his big league aspirations
San Francisco.
don’t work out, Guibor will have
Gordon Stroud and RUNS
Wright, the San Jose State
doubles hopes, also moved Into
the quarter-finals by winning
Tuesday. The faced Bill Helmer
Not overly impressive if you
and Gene Ward late yesterday
look at his won -lost record. 5-8,
afternoon in an attempt to reach
Guitear’e record doesn’t show all
the semis. Kirkorian mixed it up
the one-run losses that he
with Jim McManus from Cal.
pitched.
Ex-Spartan Whitney Reed, the
No. 1 seeded player in the tournaJust as any ballplayer’s dream
ment. took advantage of less windy
of making the grade in profesconditions and eliminated Elston
sional ball. Guibor hopes that after ’
Wyatt, a naval commander from
school he will be able to sign a
Miramar, 6-3. 8-6.
pro contract.
"The Hummer", who is at presHis first contact with a scout
ent the top rated amateur tennis
turned out to be an unusual ocman in the nation, used his soft
currence. Pitching for Modesto
stuff to perfection in the win, dojunior college last year he had a
ing a little practice wolic in the
no-hitter going into the fourth
TEMPORARY ON’ICE
lengthy second set.
inning.
.0135
Reed’s famous drop shots and
As he returned to the bench
to day - week - month,
lobs were working brilliantly. He
JERRY GUIBOR
his teammates’ told Gullsor that
even threw In a brand new shot
12 South First St Suite 411
pitching whiz
.
someone wanted to talk to him.
high jab with his
a weed
A major league scout was leanhis journalism degree to fall back racquet flush against his stoming over the dugout trying to ’
ach. It fell In and all Wyatt
on.
catch his attention.
could do was stand there In
POSITIVELY THE
He is currently emphasizing reGuibor talked to the scout and porting and editing and looking amazement.
Reed played Reed Witt yesterday
received a business card and a forward to a career as a reporter.
in his bid for the semis.
m to fill in.
Gulbor thinks that San Jose
Other Wednesday singles results:
Because he didn’t want to lose
State will aye one of Its best Bob Siska defeated Henry Kamathe papers, Guibor gave them to
teams nest year because only kana 6-4. 8-6; Cliff Mayne defeated
his manager to keep until the
IN TOWN
two of this year’s squad are Bob Siska 6-3, 4-6, 6-3; Jim Mcgame was over. The manager took
graduating.
Manus defeated Bill Taylor 6-1,
one look and threw the papers to
Jim McManus defeated Gary
SAHARA OIL CO. ’ the ground and had the scout I He hopes that he will be able 6-1;
Ras. e 7-9, 12-10. 6-4; 13111 Hepner
to
improve
his
5-8
record.
Fie
eiovsn
out
of
the
ballpark.
Second and William
defeated Tom Brown 9-7, 4-6, 6-2;
It seems the scout hadn’t showed real promise earlier in the Tom Edlefson defeated Larry Axseason against Sacramento state.
Winning the game 12-3. he struck tell 6-0, 6-4; and Gene Ward deout seven men in the game, walked feated Don Jacobus 6-2, 8-10, 6-3.
only one and gave up three hit,.
The outlook wasn’t always as
bright. In a game with San Francisco state he struck out six men
and gave up only six hits hut lie’
weittrrs & Lashmere Coats
the game 3-1 despite the fact
Our Nit-el:ilia
his teammates got seven hits. Thss
also rhade two errors behind him.
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD
$
In a game against the UniverART
sity of the Pacific he struck out
The freshman golf team winds
$
398 EAST SANTA CLARA
se%en men, walked only one and up a very successful intercollegigine lip As hits hut lost the ate golf season today and tomorrow, as they face the College of
gam, 1-3.
San Mateo and the Stanford fresh.
In his second outing against the
SAN BRUNO (UPI) ----While
The locals meet the former foe
Tigers he struck out 10 men and
at the Peninsula country club at cidedly was racing to victory
gave up only two walks. He lost
1 p.m. today, and the Stanford the Kentucky Derby at Louisvi I
the game in the tenth inning 6-5.
1Saturday, a pair of long-shots us
, club on the enemy’s ground.
One f the highlightsf hi
In one fabulous album -the nation’s top record Led by John Brugger, Harry! turning in a pretty good perfore
. .
. .
at their singing and swinging best’
in
ance at Tanforan.
’ Taylor
andf
Don Calandri
the
,
h
e
r
rf
pitched
agairmt s
a Fort Lewis,
r;;4nr
THE FOUR
Inver Hawk and Jean Gov,
VIC TENNESSEE
I wash. team le it was comprised ’ have beaten every team they have i teamed up in the first two
11)..AH
BROTE:EllS
RNIE FORD FR;7,..StMEN
races
faced except one. They dropped
CASTF10 DAMONE
f profescinnrit bri I
one tilt to the Menlo junior cols! for a $2233.20 daily double. Inver
In that inning he faced seven lege duffers. and reversed the de- 1Hawk won the first race to Tyr
esi(V4’
1111.0, giving tip his o runs and sision on the San Jose country e82.40, and Jean Goyo test:: s
Itlik41411!C’ 4
ten hits in a gam:. that the club golf course Monday to a
%/4EP
second at $59.40.
IWO
Spartans lost 19-1.
ra
luwith
gnMenlo
airtand
meet
irctoCS
IMP STRAW Elithr
CANDY
With two men on base and two Monterey Peninsula college.
APR CUMIN/NI
out Giiibor struck out George.
The Spartans have beaten Monilff
NANCY
STAN
nit
Thomas, one of the LOS Angel,s terey twice, Cal’s frosh twice,
TRIO PECCY L EE LETTERMEN THE FOUR
WILSON
KENTON KRUM
,
outfielders
t
who is now in the army. Foothill college. Cabrillo junior
PREPS
fie also got Chicago While Sox college, Cubberly high school. San
outfielder Jim McAnany to fly Jose city college and Menlo.
Id) center and Houston Colt .45
According to freshman coach
GUESS WHO
wiliaf de
Gale TO
second baseman George Williams Jerry Venom. Brugger has a good
MOON
I SAW
YR LOOS
ne
CHICAGO
grounded out to first base.
I chance of cracking the varsity
TONIGHT
RIVER
TODAY
RUES
TONIGHT ROMS GONE
The two hits were given lip to line-up next year, although cone
Don Williams. a shortstop in the petition on the oldsters’ team will
Los Angeles Ls:deers chain, end he rough. Flnigger has shot in the ,
sary Cowen
’1(1’s, so% vt.;11 times this year.
By JOHN HENRY
Jerry Guibor, a shortstop turned
pitcher, didn’t start hurling until
his senior year at Manteca high
school. Since then he has become
one of the top hurlers on the San
Jose State staff.
Guibor, 20-year-old journalism
major, came to San Jose State
this year from Modesto junior col, lege where he had compiled a 2-1
record his first year and then,
was 6-5 in the second.
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By FRED RAGLAND
San Jose State’s Ben Tucker
may get the competition that’s
been missing in his weekly assults at the four-minute mile in
tomorrow’s West Coast Relays at
leresno’s Ratcliffe stadium.
He may be going against the
king or them all, American mile
record holder Dyrol Burleson. Oregon Coach Bill Bowerman announced the entry of Burleson in
the open mile Wednesday.
Bovientutin emphasized Runeson’s entry in the mile was
strictly tentative. "It depends
on track condition’s weather
and how Burley feels after the
four-mile relay." he pointed out.
Burleson and Duck teammates
Archie San Romani jr., Vic Reeve
and Keith Forman will make an
all-out asault on the world fourmile relay record at noon. They
will come back during the evening
in an attempt to break the world’s
record in the distance medley
relay.
If the Oregon star is able to go
in the open mile. West Coast Relays fans will be in for a real
treat. Burleson’s American record
is 3:57.4, while Tucker was
clocked in 4:03.6 earlier this season
in beating Kansas’ Bill Dotson.
Track coaches Bud Winter
and Drell Miller have entered
a strong team of 30 athletes
which will represent SJS In
nearly every event. Only Stanford’s total of 33 athletes exceeds the Spartan entry.
Lloyd Murad is slated to go for
San Jose in the open 100-yard
dash. He will be competing
against such top talent as Oregon’s Harry Jerome and ex-Duck
Roscoe Cook.
San Jose will enter three runners in the 5000 meters: Jeff Fish back, Horace Whitehead and
Danny Murphy. Dale Story,
NCAA cros s-country champion
from Oregon state, will be the
favorite in that one.
SsIS will enter teams in all
relay events except the fourmile relay. Going for the Spurns:IA In the distance medley will
be Willie Williams (440),
Azevedo (11.140), Ron Mists
(1320) and Tucker (mile).
Williams will team with Brui

"WORK OF ART"

Freshman Golfers
End Year Against
Indian Freshmen

Otte bay 5-epeice

CLEANERS

,
-,--

Pete Petrionovich
McCullough,
and Lynn Peterson in the mile
relay; Petrinovich will join Bart
Fenolio, Jim Flemons and Tom
Webb in the 880 relay, and the
latter three will team with Dennis
Johnson in the 440 relay.
An SJS freshman mile relay
team of Murad, Dwight Middleton,
Larry Le Fall and Mike Gibeau
will also be entered. Middleton
will also compete in the open 440.
while Gibeau may go in the mile.
Other Spartans competing are
Tom Harrison and Bob Taylor,
high hurdles; Bruce Turnbull and
Ken Bowers pole vault; Roberts,
Pete Benne, Les Bond, broad
lump; Vance Barnes and Lynn
Gold, high jump; Roberts, Danna,
Henry Lawson and Taylor in the
hop-step-jump; Harry Edwards,
discus and McCullough, 400-meter
hurdles.
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Mow conic such a fantastic bargain? Simple. It’s a nefarious
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Fine Dinners at
Prices
Chicken
LowDin er
$1.25
Special Steak $1.25
Dinner
5$11..4190
Top Sirloin Dinner
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ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
5 1-5 So. 2nd ;.;trect

from instant tan
by new
TANSATION
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NEVER HAD IT

swingers. The Brothers Castro.

dealer Sf.mimb..01

Foui
Fea

MEXICO

for 9e each! Each is the biggest hit from 11 great albums by
these tremendous stars. Including the sensational new Latin

But don’t just sit there Rush out and get "Who’s News!"
at that 99e price! After all, how can you go wrong for a
lousy 990?
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Come and

You can’t tell suntan

yourself with these gems: NANCY WILSONScANNONIIALL
AnDERSe... eSOSE-tle --The Kingston Trio.. .ONCE tleost A

This is the first year that an
intercollegiate championship has
been held in judo. Coach Yeah
Uchida is working hard to bring
the championship to San Jose State
next year.

SJS Fencing
Meet Slated
Tomorrow

WHO’S NEWS!

these exciting new albums, you’ll want to get them all! While
you’re at your record dealer grabbing this bargain, tantalize

An eleven man judo team leaves
San Jose State today to represent
the Spartans at the Intercollegiate
Judo championships at the AltForce Academy, Colorado Springs,
Colo., tomorrow and Sunday.
The event will have six weight
divisions with the top five men in
each division collecting points that
are added together for the team
title.

Leading the Spartan.% will be
Sanford Alcorn, unlimited division;
Larry Stufloten and Gary Newguise 195; Dave Sawyer and Greg
Weaver, 180s; Warren Minima,
Dexter O’Day and Al Felice (one
two of these men will go in the
165 division); Lee Parr and Rich
Gibson. 150s; and Les Ni.sarnura or
Dave Uchida in the 135s.
San Jose’s strong team will be
Intercollegiate-InterscholasThe
on,.
the favoriii,s in ’ho MOO
will
tournament
tic Fencing assn.
be held in the men’s gymnasiuntomorrow from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The tournament will find teams
from San Francisco state, City College of San Francisco, College of
San Mateo, Humboldt state, Stanford, California, Napa junior college and Valley junior college competing.
The co-ed SJS team will be represented by Regina McGuiness,
Judy Saltzman, Joanne Katanic,
Rich Petersen and Tim Boyd.
Recently the girls’ team parties
paled in the Women’s Collegiate
Fencing assn. competition at the
How About Breakfast and
University of California. platen Bowling Sunday Morning,
11
teams
present
sixth out of the
This will be the first competitier.
PALM BOWL
for the novice men’s team.
1523 W. son Cantos
Admission to the event is free tol
CY 4-2810
the ;elfin(’

Decidedly? Look
At Inver Goyo!

tilt; purchim: of Alaska.., It
Here’s the addest bargain
smash selections by the biggest names in the business...and
all for a mere 99e! It’s your chance to pick up 11 hit numbers

Judoists Compete
In Colorado Meet
For CoIlege Title

St
Tc

No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smack’n
Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of Oh and
St. James you’ll find a place that serves Mexican food that
in Mexico. The place? That’s right,
tops any you’ll find even
its Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.

The tan by the clock that looks like the ten by the sun.
The new "timer" formula makes a Tansation Plus
tan appear gradually, evenlythe way a sun.
made tan appears. Overnight, this creamy -white
lotion given you the neturid -look ing tan you want.
Use Tussah:in Plus In the sun, too. Ito
nscreen protects you from sunburn. Its luxurious body -lotion
base keeps your skin moisturized and smooth.

tlifi

$125

IMMO

Pie
TesSSIT

2.0: Plastk Tuba
1-01. Mastic Squaws totti . $225
FELIX FED. TAX

METRIC PHARMACY
3th &

Tico’s Tacos

So easy to aprilY
with our exclusive
"Smoothie"
sponge applicator.
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Studney Looks Ahead
To ’64 Olympic Games
By CAROL MWENSEN
"Right now I’m not ready for
he Olympic Games but by 1964 II
hoe to be of good enough caliber
to be a member of the U. S. Olympic team," stated Dan Studney, 6
toot 3 inch, 200 pound varsity track

Four SJS Coeds
Featured in KNTV
Television Series
a 6:45
-lurinula to
ant televisiun series, will highlight four SJS coeds in a Monday
morning telecast on KNTV, channel 7.
The women, members of a body
mechanics class taught by Miss
Frtstoe, associate proMargaret
fessor of physical education, are
juniors majoring in the area.
They are Linda Jensen, Sue
Tucker. LaVern Wicoski and Carol
Sue Burns, narrator.
Coordinator of the series is the
Calfionnia Assn. of Health Physical
Education and Recreation of which
Mrs. Mary Gilbert, instructor in
physical education, is lot-al chairman.

San Jose State’s
Traditional
Barber Shop

(/--"

a most distinctive haircut

Jimmie’s

52 South 4th Street

CY 3-9947
Free Parking in Front

star who sisstirirtes in the javelin.
Studney, a junior, has been a
member of the SJS track team for
three years. He Ls majoring in physical education and hopes to get
his credential so that he can coach
in high school or college.
In his first year of high school
Iii Hillside, New Jersey, he Went
out for the track team but "did
not knovi %%hitt I uas going to do
mar. I picked up the shot put and
javelin." He also eomprted in Die
high Jump and threw the discus.
Besides setting four records that
have yet to be beaten, Studney
was voted the outstanding athlete
in the history of his high school.
Because of his performance, he
was contacted by many colleges
for scholarships. When San Jose
State called, he decided they had
one of the best teams and accepted
their athletic scholarship.
As a freshman Studney participated in both football and track.
However, after a highly su
I
1960 track season which saw hi ii
establish new frosh school record of 225 feet 1 inch in the javeliii
and 153 feet 10’42 inches in the
discus, Dan turned his full atten-1
lion to the spring Wort.
Last year, In his initial season
of varsity track, Studney broke
the existing school discus and
javelin marks. His new records
were 174-4 (discus) and 244-4
(javelin).
Studney has had to watch his
discus mark being rent6ved from
the record books this season. Exnational junior college record holder Harry Edwards, a mammoth
6 foot 8 inch sophomore sensation,
got off a 178-3 toss in the April 21
Fresno state meet.
Studney’s heriocs with the javelin, however, should remain the
best in Spartan history for years
to come. Dan fired the spear 247-%
April 28 in the Mt. San Antonio
Relays javelin competition to better his own school mark.
The 5.15 milker is looking forward to the National C’olleglitte
Athletic Assn. Championships
slated for June 16 in Eugene,
Ore., and the National AM’ meet
at Walnut. Calif., June 23.
Studney placed sixth in the 1961
NCAA meet in the javelin with a
toss of 229-Pi. He is currently
third best javelin toss of the year
in the nation among collegians and
fifth over-all.

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hof brim

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

Die Rhinelander
Band

Wilda
Baughn

Fri. & Sat. Nites

: Her Piano

gad.. City _Wolk.

51 So. Market

CY 7-2002
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Softball Action Topped
With Disqualifications
Doubleheaders highlighted t he
independent league’s softball action Wednesday, with disqualifications returning to haunt the iritramurals program.
Sinfonia forfeited its two games
bestiiise of the ineligible

SCHOOL RECORD HOLDER Don Studney has
the fifth best javelin throw in the country this
year at 247.1/2. The toss was the third best by
a collegian this year. Studney held the school

discus record until Harry Edwards threw 178-3
to eclipse the former mark of 174-4 Studney
set last year.

Intramurals Track Meet
cheduled for Sunday

S

Eight organizations and several
unattached participants begin preliminary trials for the intramural
track and field meet Sunday morning at 9:30.
Finals for the events will start
St 1 pin.
Five groups are entered under
fraternity listing and three under independent category. The
fraternities will t
twte for
1Ft ’ trophies separately and
best times and marks will determine who gets the all-college
awards.
Phi Sigma Kappa. Theta Chi,
Sigma Nu, Delta Sigma Phi and
Pi Kappa Alpha have entered the
fraternity race, while Omega Tau
Alpha, Allen Haulers and Markham Hall have entered under independent status.
In the 1320, Stillson Judah and
Jim Owens will go for the Phi
Sigs; John Kowskie and Gary
Gerlach for PiKA; Dave Solomon
and Mike Moore for Delta Sig;
Randy Herrick and Barney Deasy
for Theta Chi and Jere Wallace
for Sigma No,
Independent entrants in the
1320 are Earl Jones: and Joe
Hunter for OTA; Bob Keller
and Bob MeEwen for Allen
Haulers and Noel Lanctot and
Jim Carr for Markham. George
Yiunamoto and 311ke Kuhn have
entered unattached.
The 352 yard run finds Dick
Catlett and Tom Shanley running
for Phi Sig; Mike Rock and John
Bruce going for PiKA; John Brigham and Pat McAweeney out for
Delta Sig; Al Latour and Ed
Giachetti trotting for Theta Chi;
and Len Fryer and Dave Raye on
the track fur Sigma Nu.
For the fraternities the 75-yard
(lash features two heats, with Jim
Colvin of Delta Sig in lane two
in the first heat; Terry Dycicman

men recommend it

Elementary School
P.E. Specialization
Discussed Monday

while Markham also was enueht .
with a man in the game who was
Out on the roster.
The Dralt Dodgers’ Art Bur us
pitched two brilliant games, one a
no-hitter and one a two-hitter.
Tne Dodgers ran over AROTC 17 :old 7-0 over Omega Tau Alpha
,irns eeti homered against the

Other results: Police School
over Sinfonia 10-1, Sinfonia oser
’ Beavers 5-1 I disqualified). Sheiks
over Newman Knights 12-6,
Sheiks over Markham 6-0, Omega
Haulers.
"Roles of Specialists in Physical Tau Alpha over Allen
Education in the Elementary 6-5: Moulder over Markham 15-7 :
Schools," will be discussed at a I lrld l’anthda Delta Sigrna ""1special meeting Monday at 2:30 Neuman Knights, 14-1.
Play in the intramurals-,1,,ohlos
p.m. In the men’s gym.
The meeting, according to Dr. eued ,.olleytaill tournament conJessica Nixon, chahyrum of the tinued last night at 630 p.m. The
elementary
physical
education finals will be scheduled by the
minor program, will feature three winner in the winner’s bracket
specialists, "who are morning to tell and the winner in the losers
what their work is and what prep- bracket.
George Rubine and Sharon Pilearation is needed for it."
Guest speakers are Miss Frede- kett and John Moore and Sharon
ricka Moore, consultant in physic,: Goodman were left in the winner’s
’aracket yesterday
education and recreation, St ii
Clara county schools office,
Aldo Nelson, consultant in physo
1C -Speed BICYCLES
education, Oakland public sets,
board of education, aryl MI
From
Schw.rn
Charles Allread. master teacher.
Helyett
569.95
Campbell unified school district.
Raleigh
Complete
All men and women majoring or
Taurus
Service an
minoring in physical education co.
All Model,.
Frejus
elementary education are invited.
PAUL’S CYCLES
said Professor Nixon. Staff mem1435 The Alameda
CY 3.9766
bers are also welcome.

of Theta Chi in lane three; Ron vInee Feeney, Theta Chi will go
Caselli of PiKA in the fourth lane; In lane six.
Don Helstrup of Sigma Nu in lane
In the second heat, Ron Ca-selli
five and Paul Sacks of Phi Sig of PiKA. Brigham of DSF’, Volz
in lane six.
of Theta Chi, Tom Fisher of Phi
In the second heat of the Sig, and Wetherell of Sigma Nu
sprint, lane two ssili tot filled by will take lanes two through six,
Rich Wetherell of Delta sig. respectively.
Steve Hach% Catlett, Rich
lane three will go to Toni Volz
Welch, Davis, Bob Lacey, Mcof Theta (’hi, lane four to Mike
Millan, Sacks and Gene ZimmerDavis of Phi Sig; and lane five
mann have entered the 1(140-yard
to Terry Dell of Delta Sig; and
relay for Phi Sigs.
lane six to Roger Pierce of
For PiKA, it will be Solari,
PIRA.
The independents to enter the Rock, Buck, Bruce, Ca sell i,
75 are George Clause and Steve Graham, Ken Crowther and Bob
Andrews of ()TA, George Mace Schenone,
Delta Sig has entered Colvin,
and John Rutherford of Allen
Haulers, Don Martin and Gary Bell, McAweeney, Moore, John
Dixon of Markham hall and Mel Ehrlich, Prater, Don Carroll,
and Brigham.
Cassel, unattached,
Vince Feeney, Booth, Jeff Allen,
The 70 high hurdles will also
have two heats for fraternity com- Al Latour, Bill Goldsborough, Giapetitors. In the first of these, Bob chetti, Dyckman and Volz are enGurley of Phi Sigma Kappa will tered for Theta Chi.
Sigma Nu will go with Hettake lane two, Marty Wool of
Sigma Nu will go in lane three, stnIP, Wallace, Jack Peterson,
George Buck of PiKA will be in Ken Alton, Dave Kaye, Len
lane four, Bob Prater of Delta Fryer, Dick Clarke, and WethSig will take lane five and Steve , erell.
with Student Body Card!
OTA and Markham have five of
Decoite of Theta Chi will run in
Itheir eight men on the roster. They
lane six.
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT YOUR
Independent entrants in this are Clause, Randall, Ascani, Anevent are Rod Carpen and Rod drews, and Pete Mannerino for
LUCKY
7 SERVICE STATION
Anabal ut OTA and Lowell IOTA, and Martin, B. J. Wilson,
1170 North 4th Street
San Jose
Carr
and
Dixon
Lanctot,
for
Mosely and Gary Wexler of Al- ,
Where quality and service r-Ecri economy
’
Markham
km Haulers.
The 660-yard run has last year,
winner Dick McMillan and Ralph
Haun going for Phi Sig, Tom
Graham and Mike Rock for PiKA.
Solomon and Moore for Delta Sig
Bob Booth and Ben Bycel for
Theta Chi and Jere Wallace for
Under New Management
Sigma Nu.
are
Ben
Independent: running
Lumen and Steve Andrews, Omega
Tau Alpha; Bob Keller and Larry
Rivers, Allen Haulers; Jim Carr,
Markham hall; and George Yamamoto, unattached.
The 180-yard dash lineup will
have two heats. Jim Colvin of
DSP will take lane tun. Graham
of PIRA will be in lane three,
Rich Welch of Phi Sig will run
In lane four, Heistrup of Sigma
Nu will have lane five, and

Lucky 7
Student Discount

3’

per gal.
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OFFER
20% OFF

Price of Any Pizzo if you bring in this ad
(This Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Only

SECRETARIES
If you are seeking diversity, mona
challenging work. greater responsibili
ty, and friendly associates, we have
permanent open,ngs ave0able in our
development laboratory which will interest you.
You should type 60 worn on IBM
’Metric typewr;ter and take dictaton
from 90.100 wp-.
Advancement baed on merit. liberal
comae.), oa,c1 benefits.

"THE PLACE TO MEET
AFTER PUSHCARTS"
Refreshments on top
Real Italian style pizza

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
MAY 14
Confect Placement Office
or contact
Min L. Longhorn at IBM
CY 74950 ed. 3752
Cool, clean Old Spice After Shave Lotion always
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gets you off to a fast, smooth start. Feels lust as
good between shaves on it does alter shaving rnl(i,i(ii
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AFTER SHAVE
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International Business
Machines Corporation
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14th Annual Campus Relays
Begin at 3 p.m. With Parade
((ontinued from Page I)
Omega; Lani Lathrup, Delta Gam nut; Pauline French. Washburn
hall; Sharon Main, Royce hall; and
Ann Manful) of Hoover hall.
Several campus dignitaries will
be the guests of Lambda Chi Alpha at a luncheon at the fraternity
house before the relays. Along with
the presidents of all the participating organizations, the luncheon
will honor William J. Dusel. SJS
vice president; Stanley C. Benz,
dean of students; Janet Douglas.
associate dean of student activities;
Robel t S. Martin, associate dean of
students; Robert L. Baron, housing
coordinator; and Donald R. Ryan,
assistant to the dean of students.
These campus officials will act as
judges for the relay parade.
Fraternity officials estimate that
3000 students will line the race
course. There will he a few temporary bleachers at the finish line.
However, the majority of those attending will have to use everything from trees to roof tops to
view the competition.
While PKA is defending the A
division championship as well as
the sweepstakes, Delta Gamma sorority will be in defense of their
B division trophy. Runner-up in the
A division last year was the 1960
sweepstakes winner Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity while Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity took third.
Finishing behind DG in
year’s B division was Alpha
sorority, while Chi Omega some’
placed third.

JUNE GRADS

JOBS JOBS JOBS
Career - Salary - Benefits

Personnel Assistant
$470 - $545

LAMBDA CHI ALPHASPushcart relay queen Margie Davison,
Kappa Delta sorority, admires trophies to be given to relay
winners. To queen’s right is the perpetual sweepstakes trophy,
while the team trophies for diyision A and B winners are at
the left.

The itoitiea I ion of a cerebral
palsy school and a possible future
enrollment ceiling of 20,000 srulents on the Los Angeles state
college campus were discussed,
’luring a recent meeting in Chicol
of the trustees of the California!
state colleges.
The trustees resolved to cooper-

. Spartaguide ’
TODAY
International Student renter, example of American Indian Danees
two films on American Indians and
a talk, International Student center. 8 p.m
Women’s Recreation assn., golf.
WG patio, 2:30 p.m.
Rob club. party, WG22, 8:15-12
midnight.

Junior Engineer
$644

BS in Civil Engineer

Assistant Planner
S565

$660

BS in City Planning (retlotird
degrees considered/

TOMORROW
Weekend Co-Rec, Men’s 0111,1M. 12:30-4:30 p.m.
NDAY
Wesley Foundation, meeting, 205
Santa Clara, 6 p.m.
thud, swimming and dinner parin honor of Israel Independence
flaY. $1.00 donation, 14391 Quito
’ Saratoga, 1 p.m.
-wman club, Communion Mass
followed by breakfast in Spartan
Cafeteria rooms A and B, St. Patrick’s church. Ninth and E. Santa
rtart, 10 pro

Junior Librarian
549(5
$425
1Men or Women)
1 year grad, work in library
science.
Room 100, City Hall,
OAKLAND, CALIF.
CR 3-3111

...Spaztatta
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

I

SERVICES

French Terre 10-speed bike. $85. Bob Expert typing service. Day or night. Call
CL 8.4335.
Allen Hall. CY 4.8741.
Fender Electric bass and case. Little use. Typing done in my horn.. Vent reason.
nble rntes. CAI; CV 7 6052 after 5 p.m.
S100. CV 5.3247.

r3,-,....,,

’SS Larnbristta NSU. Good trans. to
llo- 420 So. I4K 5.6 p.m,
’60 Sims. StIplif Deluxe. Excellent condi+ an fl(of 5ffor. CV 2.5073.

TypingTerm reportspick up and de.
Leer Cal, 298.0925.
Doses, manuscripts, reports
Typing
editing. Ree,oneb e. 293.3095,

Personals
’15 VW. New paint. radio clutri,.
,at Assinte payments. Call AN 4.27)9 Superfluous heir removed permanently.
actor ie
Nan’elle R E. 210 So. 1st. CV 4.4499.
Alan’s lightweight bike 514.00.
TRANSPORTATION
Heami. HiFi system $110.00. 297.0418
1
eotere^ 5 Ind 7 pen,
D r ; g o 14 . Y . ot v;r1rtity? Want ride
div. & moan
4 Eldrm. 21/2 bath, :am. rm.. ele,. kit, after June IS. Will6.7share
pin., CV 4-6664,
Car 76t+y Smith
-an. AN 9.1847.
4,
’
Collector’s Car.
297.7966.
POE RENT

State College trUslees al their
meeting in Chico recently set up
the (’filifornia State College Form,lation. a non-profit California
corporation, according to a news
’release from the Chancellor’s
office.
The Foundation Is designed to
promote and assist education, administration and related services in
the state colleges. These areas
would include publications.
scholarships and research at the
colleges.
Officers of the Foundation include: Louis Hellbron, of San
Francisco, president; Charles
Luckman, Los Angeles, vice president; Theodore Meriam, Chico,
secretary; and Daniel H. Ridder,
Long Beach. treasurer.
The non-profit corporation will
not employ a professional fund
raiser. Heilbron announced in the
release. Contributions may be sent
to the Foundation at its headquarters. Rm. 600. 2930 W. Imperial Highway, Inglewood, Calif.,
according to the release

Dr. Short To Talk
On Nuclear Fallout

Weidey foundation is planning a
program on nuclear fallout and
fallout shelters for its meeting
Sunday evening at 7 at the First
Methodist church. Fifth and Santal
Clara sts.
Dr. Charles Short, San Jose phy-.1eian and surgeon, will be guest
-.peaker. Dr. Short holds positions
as chairman of the Civil Defense
and Disaster committee of the
ate with the state Board of Ed- Santa Clara County Medical soueation in master plan develop- ciety and chairman of the county
ment of the Los Angeles campus chapter of the American Red Cross.
if the board decides that the cer- lie is a member of the Advisory
ebral palsy school should be built Board of Health for the city of
there on a site now designated San Jose and of the Board of Dilowever. the scheduled site might rectors of the county Safety counnot fit into the future master plan cil.
A question and answer session
development of the college if the
Los Angeles campus enrollment will follow the speech.
A supper will precede the meetgoes to the proposed number.
ing at 6 p.m., and a worship servAccording to the Department of
ice will follow at 8. According to
Education, working plans for the
program chairman Nancy Owen.
cerebral palsy school are 80 Per
the activities will be open to all
cent complete and the building is
students and special guests will be
ex-pected to go to bid in August
i students from the Wesley foundaof this year. Trustees were intion at Stanford university.
formed that relocation to a nt,
site and modification of workc,.
plans for the school could set bd,
construction as much as is’.
years.

Prof Studies Changes
Summer
enr
In Body During Shock IAFoPrPS11uc
School Ready

What chemical changes occur in
the body during shock?
Finding out this is the object of
a study by Dr. Marvin M. Shrewsbury, associate professor of physiology, who has been awarded a
54.690 grant from the Santa Clara
County Heart aasn.
Dr. Shrewsbury is analyzing
basic changes in fluids and minerals in cells and blood by examining, before and after a shock situation, the volume and chemical
content of lymph.
Lymph is a fluid that filters
constantly out of the blood stream
into the lymphatic system, acting
as a kind of safety valve to keep
.
body fluids steady.
Shock following traumas such as
auto accidents or burns, causes
chemical imbalances in the body
beyond the area specifically injured
or burned.
Dr. Shrewsbury’s work is concerned with these overall effects.
The physiologist is producing
shock in rodents by preventing
blond circulation in a selected part
of the body and then determining
lymph output.
In another phase Dr. Shrewsbury
is also measuring the lymph output

Help Woofed
Full time payoar, t’-.e wr.rk,
moo wrri 3 evne els and Saturday. earn
SS,. to S125 net .40. Phone 31/3.6183.

New renting for summer at rn4J,ea
LOST AND POUND
’I’
ar.,
,,.. 1,,,A-1 I 1. 1 h,
51,, Lost: Lady’s geld Hamilton watvh. area
’N N ,roroa,v, ii. LP
f.,(+ Sone Bar. Pleas* con
C? 4 4744
.
I /Ps’? Powarcl.
Fem. Rms. Mel* student. Kit priv.
3-3085
CV
smoking.
no
N,drieking,
515
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25e line first insertion
WANT’S
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
Wanted: Girl to share apt. with on.
Close .o school Poo,. Ca., after 6.00
TO PLACE AN AD:
CY 4-8272.
Cell at Student Affairs Hier
military
am
’
wawds,
Went to buy: Owns,
Roorn 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Sleek
API 7.7144.
with Cheek or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
Leering Iowa. Have 4 kift n s th If IltOil
LYN 45454 bolv.orn 8 lit lo

Women Compete
For Queen Title

Co-Rec Presents
Weekend Activities

Weekend Co-flee will be held in,
’he men’s gym tomorrow from
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Offered will be;
trampoline (1:30-4:30) swimming
A $SW scholarship will be award- 41-4). badminton, ping pong, and
ed by the Peninsula Celebration lbasketball.
assn. to the winner of the 23rd an- I Tennis instruction will continiw
nual Redwood City rodeo queen on the tennis courts on the men’s
athletic field from 1:30 to 3:30
contest.
Any single woman between the Those not attending last week’s
CoRec may begin their tennis
ages of 16 and 21 may enter the
lessons tomorrow.
contest. The elected queen will reNext Saturday’s Weekend Coceive the scholarship in addition Rec will feature a playday runto reigning over the July 1-4 Red- ning from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. tisine
the women’s gym and field. A
wood City rodeo.
All women interested may con- dance with a band will be held
tact Mrs. Paul B. Jensen, 1031 from 8-10 p.m. on the outdoor
Hollyburne ave., Menlo Park, DM,- volleyball courts.
enport 2-3217.

Job Interviews

Judging will be on the basis
horsemanship. poise, personality,
scholarship and att tact iveness in
Job Interviews will be held in the
formals, according to Mrs. Jensen Placement office, Adm234. unless spe
Horsemanship judging will b.^ citied otherwise. Appointment lists are
Saturday. June 16. in Woodside. put out in advance of the interview.
Remainder of the judging will Students are requested to sign up early
take place Saturday evening, June 1110\11AI’
23, in Redwood City at the Queen’s! Ceres union high school:
Ball.
school teacher candidates.

in rodents given a salt solution ti
counteract the shock.
Dr. Shrewsbury has found, so
Applications for permits tt,
far, significant changes in the lev- islet in
the SJS summer
sessions
els of two chemicals, sodium and
potassium, which are essential to are available in the summer Sessions bulletin and in the
life of body cells.
summer
sessions office, Acirn144. Dean
Jar
H. West reminded yesterday.
The Dean said that
students
who plan to attend
summer
classes should submit applications
as soon as possible to
increase
their chanees of securing the
Occupational Therapy in ajors
classes they want.
may sign up now for appointments
Dean West said that registration
with advisers to discuss fall se- hours will be assigned in the
same
mester schedules, according to ’order that applications are reMrs. Margie E. Hampft, depart- ceived in his office
The SJS intersessions, consist.
ment secretary.
ing of more than a dozen
Signup sheets will be posted on week, one unit workshops, one
seg.
advisers’ office doors for appoint- illarS and conferences,
begins June
ments Monday through May 25. 18.
Students may check with the deThe six -week session runs
partment secretary for the names June 25 through August 3, front
while
of their advisers.
the four-week session is scheduled
for August 6-31.
MINORS ATTENDANCE OFF
Approximately 675 Cattrtifs still
COLUMBUS (1JP1)A t t en d- be offered this summer, the dean
ance at minor league baseball said, and an enrollment increase
games has dropped approximately over last summer’s 7506 is expected.
12,000,00() in the last 12 years.

Therapists Urged
To Plan for Fall

A nnouncin g

Trustees Discuss Placement
Of Cerebral Palsy School

Major in industrial psychology,
personnel management, public
administration, business or social sciences.

$570

Trustees Start
College Foundation
HQ in Inglewood
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AQUA VELVA!
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VIP is a Parade
3:00 Countv Fairgrounds

VIP is Pushcarts
Pushcart Relays 3:30 County Fairground.

VIP is Proteins
All School Dinner 5:30 to 7:30 Cafeteria
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1962 REVELRIES
B.M.O.C. (Big Man on (ampus)
Friday & Saturday - 8:15 Morris Dailey
Tickets On Sale T. II. 16 At the Door and in front of
the Cafeteria Thursday & Friday 11:30 - 1:30
500 One Student -- 75 One Student Couple
$1.00 One Non -Student

VIP is a Promenade
Pushcart Dance 9:00 in the Art Quad
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TODAY
IT’S THE AFTER-SHAVE LOTION THAT’S
BETTER FOR YOUR SKIN!
Ii contains
Get Allloan, he lilac Arp
14umectin, a wonderful skin rontiltIoner Keens
shin from drying out There’s a uondrtful
of fitness when you splash on .14Q1,1 vat+ia after
a shave or shower. Get Williams lee Blue AQUA
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ROGER MARIS says:
FOR A REALLY DIFFERENT
AFTER -SHAVE SENSATON
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